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I,

INTRODUCTION

This document presents the principle technical and organisational problems
that Siave been encountered in the development and implementation of the African

Census Programme.
It nao compiled hy the Chief of the Ctatictics division, 3Ca,
and his staff of African Census Programme liegional Advisers.
This paper in
cludes expositions of varying lengths on the items listed in the table of contents.
In addition to discussing the African Census -Programmefs principle technical and
organisational problems, each section can be utilised ac to guide for national

census organizations and/or UN census experts to resolve some of the problems that
have been encountered in the planning, implementation and conduct of national
census programmes in their respective countries.

distribution of this document does not imply that its contents have been
approved by any official agency of the United Nations.
The Ctatistical division,
3CA, would welcome any comments on any of the items discussed in this document.
II.

SCOPE OP THE CENSUSES AND TOPICS

1.
The African Census Programme mug established early in 1371 with the ^urpose
of formulating a comprehensive programme of assistance for the collection, tabu
lation, publication and analysis of population data.
Technical and financial
assistance would be granted to those SCa member Gtates which requested technical

and/or financial assistance from the United Nations Fund for Population Activities.
2.
The general plan adopted by most of the 22 "3CA member Gtates participating
in the African Census 7-rogramme includes a complete count of the population,
household by household, with minimal subject coverage, plus a sample survey for

the collection of detailed population characteristics.
In some cases the sample
survey will be conducted simultaneously with the 100,'' operation by using an
expanded questionnaire for selected enumeration areas.
In other countries the
sample survey will be conducted at a later stage by re-enumerating selected areas
using an expanded questionnaire.
Usually, the expanded or long questionnaire
includes questions on fertility, mortality and migration.
3.
The topics recommended for investigation in population censuses of the 22
3CA member Ctates participating in the African Census .Vrofra.mme were chosen
primarily on the grounds of national needs.
Tl:ey largely reflect past experience
with methods and definitions formulated to produce the data required for develop
ment planning and for demographic research.
The topics are as follows:

"African Jtecommendations"

1)
2)
3)
4)

Name
Place where found at the time of enumeration
Place of birth
.ex

5) Children born alive
7) Children living
^ ,
C) Live births in the past 12 months (by sex)"
/
9) .saths in the .,-ast 12 months (by sex and age)-'

a/ Considered

other useful to .ics in the "African Recommendations".
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b)

Additional list of topics rec ommended^
in the "African ^econmendations"

l) JHrqt
a)
b)
c)
d)

T^jeof economic activity
Occupation
Educational attainment
Marital status

a) Ilelationshi,' to Lead of houcehold
b) 3thnic grou.) or citizenship
c) Literacy
cj. Ocliboi attendance,

e);Industry

f) status (employer, enjloyee, etc.)

g)
h)
i)
j)

1

h)
l)
m)
n)

TJcual oia.ce of residence
duration of residence
.. revious ;ylace of residence
Religion a/

Number of Tjivec a/
Hunber of years since first marriagfe a/
Children beloiJ school age a/
.,'orked any time in the ..^ast 1?, months a/

""

"The content of the final census questionnaire is usually determined after
the analysis of the :>ilot census results.
In some countries, the final question
naire topics have limited to the minimum list of topics ^lus the first priority
topics from the additional list of topics recommended for inclusion in the
"African Recommendations".
The decision to limit the sco.pe of the census question
naire tias made to decrease the"enumerator workload and thereby lessening the
chances of jeopardizing the accuracy of the total count.
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■ itaSFOKSIBILITT ITT TI^D DIFFERENT MISUS VllALJuS

Introduction

1.

The concerts of calendar, planning and organization can bo said not only

■basic to tho census project, but also to have an overriding importance at every
phase of the census implementation programme and every step within each phase.
The failure for having recogni^d this fact nay explain some of the difficulties
experienced by many countries participating in the African Census Programme;

while a failure for correcting this lack may make tho difference between a good
census,

2.

a bad census or no census at all.

It should first of all be noticed that the concepts of calendar, planning

and organization though referring to distinct and specific operations, are
highly complimentary of one another.

The census calendar ist

indeed,

but an

ordered and systematic transcription of the planning that has been foreseen for
its implementation.
This planning, on the other hand, is directly contigent on
the organization that has or will be created to carry it out.

3Up to a point, it can be said that the quality and competence of the census
organization of a country determine the quality and realism of the planning.

The latrer, in,turn, allows the preparation of a census calendar that thereafter
acts as a guide line and control mechanism over the entire implementation of the

project.

4.
One should not lose track of the fact that while a census is theoretically
a simple concept to :;rasp, its implementation can be classified among the most
complex statistical operations.
It can be compared to a vast plan of action
that requires bringing together over space and in a synchronized arrangement a
broad and diversified range of expert ice and activities that will involve
thousands of people.
The issue of such an undertaking definitely rests on its
planning and related calendar both of which are contig^nt on the existence of an
adequate organisation.

5.

The present subject will be analysed, under the headings of:
I.
II.
III.
IV.

I-

6.

The Initial Census Calendar
The Legal Basic of a I.ational Census
The Census Central Organization
The Census Calendar

THE INITIAL CENSUS CALENDAR

It must be accepted as a fact that for most countries the initial census

calendar is the basis on which the enumeration dates were first established, and
against which postponements are to be measured, related to the one found in the
project request for financial assistance. A work plan wr.s indeed required when
submitting a request to UNPPA indicating the starting point and duration of each
operation entering into the implementation of the project (UWK'A 19, Annex III -fork Plan),
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7.

This initial calendar can at the moot be considered as a budgetary calendar

and not one truely effectively depicting the census implementation programme.

It

was a requirement in order to give both the local governments and UNFPa an idea of

magnitude of the operations to be performed, the expertise and resources required,

the equipment and sullies to be purchased and the financial support to be acquired.
It is the basis of. the project request and related, preliminary calendar and its
related work plan that funds could be approved, released and the operation initi

ated,

C.

The major draw back faced by" aoct countries dealt initially with the 14

months it took the UN on an average for approving funds and for recruiting census
country experts*.
Other delays were also experienced in relation to the purchase
and delivery of supplies, such as office furniture, vehicles, paper, printing
equipment., etc3.
On the basis of these observations alone, one can logically
conclude that the initial census target dates could not be met.

9.
It must, nevertheless, be noted that the resolution of the above mentioned
problems, as is presently the case for most countries, is not in itself a
guarantee of success, for the net? census dates, which would now be in the 1975-76
realm.
These new dates, indeed, are a direct result of what can be called a
re^hasing of the initial calendar in order to take into account the numerous
delays mentioned previously*
They may consequently be thought to be realistic
in relation to the calendar on which they were based ic comprehensive and realistic.
There are reasons to believe that in some instances this may not be the case and
that, consequently, other typec of difficulties can be expected with concurrent
postponements, unless review and correction of the census calendar is immediately
brought forward,,

II.
10.

TEJ LitfUL BASE OF A NATIONAL C3NSUS
The legal base of a national census may be considered as a prerequisite

to a census and consequently outside the actual planning activities.

It is never

theless the first item that generally appears on the list of elements entering
into a census.

In the Report of the Seminar on Organization and Conduct of Censuses

of /opulatinn and "Tousing, held in Addis Ababa in June 195C, one can read, under
the chapter of "General Census Planning, that:
11.
"The preparation of the legal base
important basic element of a census plan.
authority clearly defined no step could or
hy virtue of this authority that the funds

for the census was considered a vary
It was agreed that without such legal
should be taken because it was only
could legally be appropriated for the

carrying out the census and administrative responsibility fixed™.**
*

Report on the AC? ^resented to the Fourth Regional Inter Agency Co-ordination
meeting on .'opulation; Addis Ababa, July 1274«

**

Report on the Seminar on the Organisation and Conduct of Censuses of /topu-

lation and Iloucins - Addis rtbaba - 17-2C June 135C - Vol. 1

acre L
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1-"
I"t "Jould seem that this recommendation has been somewhat- forgotten in the
case of
come countries and that its actual relevance, as relates to the plann
ing of a census was not always fully appredated.
If looked at from the planning

anc the calendar point of view, a legal base is required from the start in order
to oet u.. the administrative bodies that will have the responsibility to determine
ths sco_;e of the census and the nature of the political and financial committment

;.-equired by the country.

13.

In brief, a realistic drafting of a census calendar, and related budget,

call for the prior existence of:

a)

a national commission or committee on census wit!? the responsibility to
develope an acceptable census

b)

;rogramme;

a national central census office with the primary responsibility to prepare

a detailed census i.rogramme including the information to be solicited, ths
query model to be used, the operations to be performed, the timing of these
operations, the equipment that will be required and the human and financial
resources that will be needed.

14.

It is on the basis of the work of the central census organization that

the census calendar is in fact set up, and that the government, through the
national comnission on census, can properly appreciate the extent of its committ*ment to the operation and the external support that will be required in one>formi-or

anathor.

15•
It may finally be noted that irhile the national commission on census niay
have to be created first, in order to establish, the central census organisation,
the existence of the latter is thereafter essential in order for the commission to
deliberate on census matters.
III.

15.

TFaJ CENTRAL C MJS ORGANISATION

The question of the organisation of the central census office will be

looked into in the following paper. The intent of the present chapter is to ooint
out that until such time this office is organised anc! adequately staffed not only
is it difficult to prepare a valid census calendar but even more to engage in the
implementation of the census. One can in fact say that the'census operation has

truely started only when this central office has been creatad.

17.

There is general agreement in the literature dealing with the matter, in

recognizing some seven main functions in the composition of the census central
office* These may vary in name
and content depending on the countries but
generally correspond; to the following main activities:

a)
b)

cartography, for setting ths census geographical frame;
demography and statistics, for defining the content and query model of the

c)
d)

data processing, for deciding on the data capture, storage and retrieval
administration, for assuring a systematic control over all activities that

census operation;

enter into a census and that call for extensive hiring of census personnel and

supervision of material and equipmentj

*

depart on the Seminar - Vol II, ?art I ;.age 12, paragraph 5£
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e)

f)
.

g)

accounting, for an effective budgeting of the operation and disbursement of "
funds over time and s.^ace, ac also for the _/orchas3 and maintenance of

equipment ant payment of salaries |

'

operation, for laying out' the plan by means of whiclv the high volume of

personnel and documents can be'handled effectively over space and in a timely!
fashion;

communication and information for resolving the problems that are related
not only to publicity but also to the preparation of manuals and other

documents required for training, wl:ich is an important factor in the imple
mentation of a census*

1'..

The point to be made is that these functions, have to be adequately re

presented at the planning stage of a census.

Failure in this respect can result

in omissions or miscalculations that can impair the entire operation and create
difficulties over and above those that are normal for an undertaking of this

magnitude.

19. ^ It is fully recognised that in develo^ ing countries very feu national
statistical offices can readily su.ply the census with the range of senior pro
fessionals required to plan *m<i iwplouiunt tho census operation. This situation
has ^ been met in some countries by drawing heavily on the statistical office

senior staff and/or counting on graduates of various schools ejected to end their'
formal training in time to be utilised in the census operations".

?,0.

Neither of these solutions can be said to be satisfactory.

The national

central statistical office on one hand, does not generally have the full scale

of professionals needed to _Ian and carry out a census, and, on the other hand,
this practice can dangerously impair the conduct of other statistical operations
that ctill have to be carried out in the course of the two to three years needed
to prepare for and conduct a census. Newly trained professionals lack of practical

experience while the conduct of census is quite demanding in this respect/
.?.l.

It should be remembered that not only is census a national undertaking

but also one that calls for a broad range of ezpertice, statistics and demogra-hy
being only t^ro of those required.
The other senior professionals can.often be
found more efficiently in-other-departments. The fact of having or not having

recourse to this expertice depends on the level of priority a goVernraent attaches
to the census operation relation to other projects.

p..
In many countries, indeed, the census cartography can more efficientlybe carried out by a geographic work unit that operates in departments such as
those of agriculture or natural resources. In the same fashion data processing
can be provided by the central data processing service. The expertise required
to c;aal with the managerial and accounting.components of the census, which are
in fact quite substantial and crucial, can often best be carried out by seconding
senior officers that have acquired experience xrith the ae^artment of finance or
public works. The field work and training components related to census could
benefit from the experience of senior officers that have worked in departments
such as those of education, communication and information.
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r.3»
The joint to be brought out '.ere is that a. census expert is basically
one uho brings in his competence to the implementation of census.
Census is
not a field of science such as cartography, statistics, demography, etc.
In

■

a sense their is no census expert but more-rightfully a gamut of various experts
that a_-._,ly their knowledge to the operation called census.

IV.

THU-C1JNSUS CALENDAR

2k*
Paragraph 50 1-a-ge 25 of the second volume part I cf the Report on the
Ceminar on the Organisation and Conduct of ?. Gens-is, nakes reference to at
least two different census calendars,

that iss

"The first one has to be pre^ ared during the first phase of the preparation,
together with the general programme.
The second, final and detailed calendar
has to be prepared after the development of the census
rogramrae and census
organisation.H

?5»
The first of these calendars corresponds to the vork plan of the initial
project request analysed in the first section of this ^aper.
It deals with the
general outline of the census

operation and is

evaluations of resources ana cost estimates.
relates directly to the actual

initially needed for preparing,

The latter, on the other hand,

-lanning of the census and can be designated as

the calendar of operations.
It corresponds to the first true census operation
and can only be produced once a central organisation has been created and staffed
with the required senior professionals.,

26,

The final census calendar indeed, is the detailed census programme ■:

■■

prepared in such a way "as to reveal the relationship of each element to the
other elements

in a time sequence as 'jell as the minimum amount of time needed

to complete that particular o; eration and the latest date at which it should be

finished in order not to interfere ;rith the activities of other operations,"*
?7*

If analysed, closely ire can immediately see that according tothis state

ment the census calendar,
out and controlled,

is

the bacis on which the implementation is to be carried

an exacting operation that may well require some two to

four months of continuous work to produce.
for the ^reparation of the census calendar,

a)

Trio basic conditions are required

The clear indentification of each of the main functions that have to be
performed in order to carry out the operation over the tiro to three years

it uill take to implement the census,

b)

The designation of the census

.senior officers to be accountable for the

implementation of each of the main functions.

?,Z,

In brief, a census calendar cannot be prepared in isolation or by a team

of experts that are not subsequently accountable for the conduct of the operation,
UN census country experts

in this instant can advise on the preparation of the

calendar but cannot make final decisions.

* Report on the Seminar Vol.

I paragraph 19.

ane £

-3.

_ The census calendar generally includes three .hases though these maV

not, xn practice, be fully separated.

a)

"

In the first instance each officer accountable for one of the main functions

• must prepare that part of the census calendar nhich is related to his
res onsxbxlity. One can consequently think in terms of a "cartography

calendar /e^emogra-:hT/ calendar," a training calendar," a "data processing

b)
c)

The series of individual calendars must subsequently

be combined into

a general census calendar that .take into, account the inter-re lationshi-o of
the various operations over space and tine.
.
- " ■
'

This latter general calendar must finally incorporate the various administra

tive, fxnancxal and operational functions that are integral .arts of a census.
..Iiese refer specifically to the purchase of sullies and equipment, the
^xrxng^ox anc. payment to enumerators, the printing of documents, accommoda
tions ,ov traxning. the sht.nent of questionnaires and other documents from
ana to the central office,

30. ^

,etc.,

Cuch a census calendar can only be prepared by a central census team

wording xn very close cooperation.

The complexity of the calendar and time

requxrec xor preparing it, uill be directly
census operation to be carried out.

31-

.

;ro ortionate to the sco >e of the
■

.-■■'■■'■

the importance of this final calendar cannot be exagerated and the

xraplementation of the census programme should not be initiated until it has
been compietec. It is indeed on the basis of this calendar that:

a)

The initial census project request can be appraised more realistically and

b)

The local government can be better informed as to the true magnitude of the

^
c,

corrected accordingly.

operatxon, ana consequently reeffirra its intention for preceding with it
anc for^committing the various professional and financial resources that will

be requxred, or if applies, reduce its scope to conform with its capabilities,
iae varxous census specialists can make known their requirements as" related

to-other elements of the census model, such as the relationships of data

processxng Tri.th 'the content, coding and. format of the census questionnaire,
tuat of the" cartography element as it delates ie sampling etc*
CONCLUSION

32.

InPbrief, a ceneus calendar is the census in perspective.

It takes into

account the plan by means of which eacli operation is to be implemented in
relation to the series of operations included in the entire project. This -Ian,
ui turn, must be in accordance uith the organisation that is to be accountable
xor itc3 implementation. Tb.e creation anc staffing of this organization, in
order to be effective, calls for some legal recognition by the country enPaf
xn the

33.

census project.

:

.

..

.

.

.

■

G £

It^has been found that many, countries haveffot yet produced their final

census caxencar.

These countries, as a rule, have been quite late in defining

cue census legal base and related central census organisation.

Gome census

operations uave, nevertheless been underway for sometime in various countries,

suc,i as cartography, the census questionnaire, sampling design or -lanning in
caca i-rocessxng.

The true nature and cause of tne delay and difficulties

ex.)erxenced by these countries cannot, on the other .^tid,

,ro.,>erly be evaluated
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.nc. corrected :atr.out the existence of a true census calendar.

Belaya attributed

™?«»^*infi fro" t!» time (l^)
ln a,,-roVing the project raquaet, the
recrux.^nt of country experts and delivery of o^liea, though im^or^nt

niay otill not oe cae moat significant cause for jozt ..onement of the o^era ' ,n. '
itieae eTCnto, nouever regretful, can indeed better be co ,ed with the co.^e^ateti
xor x/hen a central census organization and related census calendar exist'.
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III B.
I,

ORGANIZATION OF A NATIONAL CJN3US OFFICE

INTROIXJCTION

1.
According to the Principles and Recommendations for the 1970 Population
Census;
"The population census is one of the most extensive and complicated
statistical operations, consisting of a complex services of closely interrelated
steps which must be carefully planned in advance so that a proper and uninterrupt
ed sequence of operations can be maintained, A small oversight in planning may
lead to serious defects and inefficiencies. Careful planning is, therefore,
of the first importance to the successful conduct of the operation, not only
in countries with comparatively little statistical experience but also in
countries with a developed system of statistics.11 (para, 39)

2,
If the census operation is to be properly planned and executed, prepara
tions should start from two to three years before the actual enumeration begins.
The size and structure of the national oensus office depend on (i) the system

of public administration in the country; (ii) the level of the development of
the national statistical service; (iii) the size of the population to be

counted; (v) whether a census tradition exists; (vi) the type of census to
be conducted and (vii) the financial, physical and human resources that are
available for the conduct of the census.

3-

There are two types of national census organizations.

They are:

a)

A permanent census offioe that has continuous responsibility for

b)

An ad hoc census offioe that is created before beginning preparation

census work within the national statistical service.

for each national census and that is dissolved after the census

operations

end.

Since, the most prevalent type of census organization in Africa is the
£d hoc organization, this paper will confine itself to the ad hoc organization.
II.

PRIiTCIPLiJS OF A CENSUS ORGANIZATION

4.

The special organizational requirements arising from the fact that a

population census is an ad hoc statistical operation, it is preferable tb have
or establish ^n independent organization for its planning, preparation and
execution.
This independent organization should be an integral oart of the
national statistical service.
Its composition and size will change as required,
with the different phases of the operations. It will reach its greatest size
in the enumeration phase.
It will be relatively small in size during the
pre-enumeration and post—enumeration phases.

5.

According to the Principles and Recommendations for the 1970 Censuses, the

preparatory phase includes the following elements:
Legal basis for a census?
Budget and oost control;
Census calendar;

Administrative organization;
Cartographic workj

CPH/INF/4

Living quarters and household listing;

1)

m)

Tabulation programme;
Questionnaire preparation;
Census tests;
Plans for enumeration;
Plans for data processing;

Publicity;

Staff recruitment and training.

6,

The elements listed in 5 above are not entirely separate chronologically or

7.

The national census organization is generally established on three levels:

mutually exclusive. At various stages there is much overlapping, due to the fact
that different types of work can be performed at the s.vme time. The conduct of
the census demands detailed, specialized and careful preparation so as to avoid
the possibility of having to take piecemeal and improvised measures at various
stages which might adversely affect the census results.

a)

b)

c)

Preparation and execution of the census at the national level by

the central census office;

Preparation and execution of the census at the regional, provincial,
and local levels, by census field offices;

Co-ordination of the census work at the national and territorial levels,

by the national, regional and local census commissions.

The national

census comnission, the census head office, the regional oensus offices

and subsidiaries (i.e. provincial, district and local field offices) and
the field staff. This paper will confine itself to the organization,
scope and functions of the national census commission and the census

head offioe.

III.

8.

NATIONAL CENSUS COMMISSION

According to the Report, of the Seminar on the Organization and Conduct of

Censuses of Population and Housing, (vol. IT pfl.T>a.. yp ), "T-ho h-h n-ty »'f "a"

national oensus committee was emphasized by the majority of the participants, who
recognized the power of such a body to stimulate a national, co-ordinated effort
to facilitate the census work. These oomuitteee, by virtue of their bringing

together senior representatives of the government departments and non-governraental
organizations who are consumers of the census data, have it in their power to
give both psychological and material support to the census organization."

9.
The census commission may include representatives of the following govern
mental bodies: Departments (or Jiinistries) of the Interior (or local govern
ment; Ifeaita.iJducation, Information, Agriculture, Housing, Justice, Defense,

Labour, Transport and Communications, the national planning office, a representative from
police armed forces and the. national cartographic (geographic or land surveys)

institute, the director of the national statistical agency and the director of
the central census office. Also, the commission may include representatives of

private and semi-official organizations such as newspaper and magazine publishers,

employer's associations, labour unions, research and universities.

10. Since the main function of the commission is advisory, it should meet only
at periodic intervals. Its main work can be done by several sub-commissions

or committees.
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The report of the Seminar on the Organization and Conduoi of Censuses of Popu
lation andHousing, (vol. II, part I, para. 86) states, "It is recommended that
at least the following sub-commissions should "be established;

a)

b)

Programme sub-commission> which decided on the census topics,
-"tabulations, questionnairesT etc., and in which representatives of
users of the census data participate in an advisory capacity;

Finance sub-commission} which works out the financial and personnel
plans for the

c)

censusj

Field organization sub-commission, which co-ordinates the field
organization, cartographic and geographic preparation of the census, etc.
and on all with employees participating in the census enumeration are
represented, (for instance; Departments of Interior, National Defence,

Police, Health, Education? etc.);
d)

Publicity sub-commissionf which helps in the preparation and execution
of the publicity campaign to obtain the full co-operation of the
population.
In this sub-commission representatives of the radio, TV
stations,

11.

the press*

etc*

participate also.

If properly utilized the census commission oa significantly reduoe the

heavy workload of the census head office.

IV.

ORGANIZATION OF THE CENSUS HEAD OFFICE

12.

The oensus head office's pricipal tasks are as follows: (See Annex I for

a suggested head office organizational chart.)
a)

to secure office space for the census headquarters;

0)

to execute the final oensus in accordance with cenus calendar time

d.)

to prepare the oensus budget;

f)
g)

to direct the census publicity campaign;
to provide an effective cost control and administrative system for

h)
1)

to recruit and train the required personnel for the cenus operations;
to procure the necessary equipment, supplies and materials for census

b)

to develop the census plan and calendar for approval", of the oensus
commission;
schedule;

ej

to supervise the census cartographic work;
census funds materials;

workj

to develop the manual and mechanical data processing plans}
to evaluate and analyse the oensus results;

to tabulate and publish census data;

to prepare a methodological report of the oensus operations;
to provide, the central government with periodic progress reports;
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International Organization of the Census Head Office
A. ■

The Director

13«

The head (or the director) of the census office is responible to central

government

for the execution of the

census plan and conduct

of the census

operations.

14*

Immediately after the autorization of the creation of the census head

office is

secured, the Director's first task is to procure suitable office space
for the census staff including the administrative and cartographic staff.

15«
The office building should provide space for the director, administrative
services, cartographic unit, if not to be housed in the national geographic
institute, storage space for office supplies and equipment.
Also, the office
grounds or compound should provide parking space for census vehicles*

l6o

The next task for the director is to set up the administrative unit and install

the census cost control, accounting, personnel and administrative system.
Possible
sources for the personnel for the administrative unit are the Accountant General's
Office and the Departments of Interior, Transport and Communications, Finance
and other government departments.

17«

An effective and efficient administrative unit is essential to success of

18.

In accordance with the census plan and calendar, the director will create

the census operations.

and staff the following units of the head office:
Administrative unit
Cartographic unit
Census methodology unit
Field organization
Central

control unit

Data processing unit
Data evaluation and analysis unit.
B.

19.

The Administrative Unit

The Administrative Unit will have responsibility for the following tasks:

a)

Assist in the recruitment of technical and non-technical personnel;
Administer selection tests: for temporary personnel;

Maintain pjr^onnel records and files; '
Maintain time and attendance records for payroll purposes;
Assign employee numbers and identification cards;
ie-fc-up an accounting systems to control the disbursement of census funds;

Maintain logs and issue motor fuel vouchers for all census vehicles;
Control the storage and distribution of all census supplies and
equipment;

Supervise the maintenance of the cersus office building(s);
Have responsibility for the printing and reproduction of census manuals,
forms etc.

GPH/IHF/4
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C.

Census Cartographic Unit

20. The census cartographic unit is the most important unit of the head office.
Complete ooverage of the country for census purposes depend on quality of the maps,
listings and the master geographic code file produced "by this unit.
21. The cartographic unit can be an integral part of the head office, national
geographic institute or land surveys department (or ministry), depending upon
whether the latter two are in the country's governmental structure and they have
epaoe for census cartographic operations.
If the cartographic unit is to be
located in the head office building, the geographic institute and/or land surveys

department are potential sources for key personnel and surplus cartographic
equipment for use in the census cartographio operations.
22.

The cartographic unit will have responsibility for the following tasks:
Map procurement;

f)

Preparation of locality lists and place-naming;
Map preparation;
Delimitation of enumeration areas (E.A. Ts.)j
Development of the geographic identification code scheme;

Preparation of-foe source document for the geographic identification

code list for data input preparation section for the computerization

of the master list.

23. The head office director or cartographic unit supervisor should determine
the existance of recent base maps or satellite imagery of the country. If they
are available, the required number of copies should be procured.

24. In the preparation of locality lists, measures should be taken to involve
the field staff, supervisors and enumerators in the listing operation. Also.,
dwelling unit counts and population estimates should be obtained for each
locality as a part of the listing operation.
25.

Census map preparation can be done by the use photographic reduotion, tgr

26.

The lowest geographic publication level and the requirements for small

draughtsmen or field sketching. Whatever the medium used, the complete coverage
of all localities in the country will depend on the quality of the map preparation.
area data, below the lowest geographic publication level, for planning purposes,
etc. will determine the design of the geographic identification code scheme.
Once the code scheme design is completed, preparation of source documents

(transcription sheets) can commence.

27- The master code list should be computerized for control purposes during
the oomputer validation and correction processing, at whioh time a check for
duplicate and missing jj.A. records will be made. If the master list is not
computerized this check would have to be manual operation.

29. All maps will be indexed and filed in the Cartographic Unit until distributed
to the field offices just before census enumeration begins.
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D.

30.

Census Methodology Unit

The Census Methodology Unit's uemborship should include the heads or chiefs

of each of the units in the Head Office, subject-matter specialists as well as
the director.
This unit need not be organized on a permanent basis*
Once the
census programme, plan and calendar have "been approved.

'

The Unit's main finction

will be to co-ordinate the census programme and develop the detailed methodology
for enumeration, data processing and the tabulatipn and publication programme,

3le

This Unit will take the appropriate measures to ensure that the census plan

is executed in the proper maner.

E«

Field Organization

32.
The census field organisation is responsible for the collection of raw census
data in the field.
If regional statistical offices exist as part of the country's
permanent statistical organization, key census staff members can be seoonded from

the regional statistical offices to the regional census offices.
If.no permanent re
gional statistical organization exist, regional census office must be created,
utilizing personnel having previous, general statistical and administrative
experience from other government dej&rt:-.onts.
33O The heads of Regional Census Offices should be recruites in the early stages
Their first order of buisness, after the
of the census preparatory work.
organization of their immediate offices, will be recruit personnel for and organize
the district and local field offices in their regions. The district and local
offices should be partially staffed with people in time to assist with the cartogaphic work, including the preparation of locality lists. Their participation in

the cartographic field work will afford then the opportunity to familiarize
themselves with their local areas prior to enumeration.

34- The primary source for the recruitment of field supervisors and enumerators
in many African countries has been school teachers, and senior school students,

in addition to the use of other government officials on secondment from other .

government deportments.

The Rational Census Commission can be of great assistance

in influencing the government departments to release the required staff on a part-

time or temporary basis.

35. Particular attention must be given to the choice of the system-of payment
for the field staff. The Report of the seminar on the Organization and Conduct

of Censuses of Population and Housing (Vol. I, para. 74) states, "The participants

were unanimous in their support of the principle of the lump sum payment, but

several favoured the view that it should be supplemented by a bonus payment, the
amount of the bonus being determined by various criteria which reflect the effi
ciency of the enumerators work"
This system of payment was supported over (i)
a lump sum for the training period plus daily.or hourly rates for enumeration;
payment for each person enumerated and no payment at all. The size of the lump sum
payment should be governed by whether the enumerators were previously unemployed
or are seconded from other jobs and still receiving their regular salaries during
the period of secondment to the census operation Varying payments are also
suggested for the temporary field staff that is held in reserve and are not used
in the census enumeration,,
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36.

The temporary field staff is a good source for recruitment of editors,

coders and punch operators on the Data Processing Unit of the Census-Head

-■

Office.
F.

Central Control Unit

37.

The Central Control Unit will have the following responsibilities:

a) ' Control of the enumeration materials, i.e., maps, enumeration "books,
visitation records,

b)

etc.,

sent to the field offices;

...

Check-in of the enumeration materials returned from the field offices
to the Census Head Office;

c)

;

■..

. - ■ .

Compilation of provisional results by district; province (or governorate)
and the national total;

d)
384

Control of the distribution of enumeration materials and the maintenance

of the central files.

.

,.j-

The master geographic identification code list should be used as the basic

of the central control system.

This unit should be able to follow the movement
of enumeration booklets through the central office processing operations.
G.

Data Processing Unit

39«
The last expansion of the Head Office staff will occur for.the census data
pro-cessing operations.
Relatively large, numbers of temporary personnel must be
recruited and trained as -editors, coders, verifiers and data input machine
operators.
As mentioned in paragraph 36 above, a good spurce of personnel for
the Data Processing Unit will be the persons released from enumeration staff,
except for teachers and students whose school holiday ends before the data
processing operations are completed. ' It may be possible to use those teachers
and students located in the same place as the Head Office in the evening and
night
40,

shifts.
The data processing operations should begin as soon as the first questionnaires

for a ;p.ven locality are received in the Head Office, with a preliminary check
to determine if certain key questions have been answered satisfactorify.
Unacceptable questionnaires will be returned to the field for re—enumeration.

This procedure, will prevent -unacceptable questionnaires from being further
processed and at the same time reduces the time between the initial" interview
and the subsequent re-interview.

41*
The next step in the data processing operation is the manual operation.
This operation should be preformed under stringent conditions with precise and
detailed instructions.
In the field edit corrections arc made while the
enumerator is in contact with the respondent, whereas in the office edit, decisions
are based on what is assumed to be the most probable entry from other information,
on the census questionnaire,
ijditors must be thoroughly familiar with not only .

the edit instructions, but also- with the questionnaire(s) concepts and enumerator's
instructionsa
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42,
The office edit can sometimes be reduced, defending upon the nature of the
mechanical or computer edit.

43.
It may be desirable to combine the editing and coding operations, if the
questionnaire is relatively short and simple. However, if the questionnaire is

long and/or includes questions on the economic characteristics of the population,

the editing and coding operations should be separate.

44» As far as the coding methodology is concerned, it will be determined by
whether there are precoded check boxes included on the questionnaire and the
complexity of the items to be coded. The structure of the data coding scheme
must "be determined by the data processing unit in collaboration with subject-

matter specialist.

45. In order to reduce the time lag between the collection of census data and its
tabulation, the question of the verification system to be used in editing, coding
and data input preparation demands thoughtful consideration. In the African
situation the predominant verification system has been 1005$ verification. The
use of this system doubles the cost and time factors for these operations.
Considerations should be given to using a combination of 100$ and sample verifi
cation. Each operator would be,?in on 100$ verification. The supervisor would
review all errors with each operator and retrain those operators whose performance
is unsatisfactory. Each operator whose work is of acceptable quality, is then
placed on sample verification. Whenever a work batch fails tolerance, the entire
batch and all subsequent batches are 100$ verified until the quality level of
work becomes acceptable,
tfhen this occurs the operator reverts to sample veri
fication. Those persons with poor performance are re-trained, encouraged to
improve or if warranted, removed from the operation.

46O

The orime objective of quality control is to obtain the best possible

results from each employee without expending excessive amov.nts of time and

money.

Directors of census head offices should noi let'th^i-r/inexporience with .*hi

type 01 quality control plan deter them from jiving it a fair trial.

47- The next step in the data processing operation is data capture or data input
preparation. There are four main data input moaia. They are (i) punch cards,

(li) paper tape, (iii) key to magnetic tape/disc/cassette and (iv) optical mark/
character recognition devices.

The medium selocted for use in the census operation

will depend on cost, time and availability of staff.

48»

The world paper shortage has caused the cost of punch cards to "sky rooket" in

relation to the prices of the other data input media. In addition, punch card:
production rates in Africa are significantly, lower than in other areas. However,

the cost of optical mark/character recognition documents have remained relatively
stable, aside for normal inflationary influences.

after current inventories have "been depleted...

This situation may change

49. The location of the Data Input Preparation Unit is another problem area. In
most African countries the data processing equipment and staff are part of the
national statistical agency or located in the central data processing agensy. It
is preferable to have the census data input preparation unit located in the Census
Head Office in order to maintain effective .control of the operation and to avoid
the administrative and logistical problems associated with moving census source

documents from one building to another*
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50,
As far ae verification of the data input preparation is concerned, the
sample verification plan described in para. 45 above should be applied.

51•
After the data have been converted in to machine readable from, the next
step to oheck it for completeness and consistency, This phase is usually perfor
med in two stages* In the first stage the completeness, validity and consistency
checks are performed on single records only. Whereas, in the second stop the
chocks are performed on groups of records, i.e. family groups, household groups,
concessions ?

etc.

52.
In the correction processing that is attendant to the data validation,
again close collaboration between the data processing and subject-matter specialists
needed. Tolerances for data acceptability and the data amendment procedures
should not be loft to the data processing specialists alone.

53Another problem area in the data processing operation is to what degree ma
nual intervention is to be utilized. A poorly organized system can play havoc
with the processing timetable and possibly introduce more errors than those that

were originally present.

54- The tabulation of census data is the last step in the data processing

operation. The introduction of computer soft-waro packages like C1SNT3 and
COCENTS in African countries have solved many of the problems of tabulating
census data. It must be noted that these and other tabulation software packages
only reduce the programming work load for tabulation only. Programmes have to

bo written to validate, correot and organize the census data files before CENTS
or COCENTS packages can be used.
Eo

55«

Data ^Valuation and Analysis Unit

The Data Evaluation Unit will be responsible for the following tasks:

a)
b)

c)

56e

Reviewing the census data tabulations before they are printed and

publishedj

Analysis of^ the census final rosultsj

Writing the analytical text for the consus publications.

This unit consist of subject-matter specialists with specific tasks to

perform in connexion with the census final results.

They will be primarly

oonoerned with detecting coverage errors and errors of content.

57*
In the African situation, the census final results usually oannot be
checked against records from other sources, such as population and birth registers.
However, the data can "be compared with school enrollments, and foreign resident
registers.

58*

ThG Report of the Seminar on the Organization and Conduct of Censuses of

l^iLanAJfousin^ ((vol. I,, pa.
para. 208) states, "Analytical
the"
^E^l^iLAJ^
Analytical oheoks of the
btid
Th
reliability of the data obtained.
These
are indirect methods detecting errors in
the enumeration consisting of the critical analysis of the internal consistency
of census results and finding out how far the results conform to expected values

obtained from other sources.

Those methods cannot, in themselves, produce an

assessment of acouraoy; all they oan do is to produoe a clue to possible errors

which must be followed up by additional analysis designed to prove possibilities.**

59•

In conclusion, the suggested organization of the Census Head Office is not

intended to be a blueprint to be used without modification in each African
country. As mentioned earlier, local conditions, availability of staff, etc.
can effect the shape and size of the Kead Office in any given country. T-Iowevcr,
the Units discussed in this section are basod on functions and tasks that have

to be performed in the organization and conduct of a national census.
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iv.

...

1.

?:ij:?/ipu"1Tiori c? ma.?*;

Introduction

The first and principal goal of the cartographic operation is to orovice,

Ulc'-in the required period, maps of enumeration districts (3/ ,) for the are-s
m which the cer-sus is to be taken.

(i)

3ach map must cover one area which is entirely located within a

single administrative subdivision, can easily be identified on the
ground and can be covered rapidly by an enumerator.

(ii)
Viii)

jlach map must be prepared at such a scale that it is easy to
use and to read, yet of a manageable size.

Lastly and most importantly, each map must moke it possible

to locate .^l^Jopj^l^e^p^laceE, with tveir exact place names
^nd their administrative 'status clearly specified.

2.^ ^ The greater part of tropical africa ±3 covered only by reconnaissance maps,

which fall far short of meeting the requirements of maps for census purposes,

t-arge areas which are inaccessible and lack any kind of infrastructure have so

far been omitted from any genuine detailed cartographic coverage. On the other
hana, other, more well developed areas are affected by substantial copulation

movements related to the construction of new trades and the establishment of new

plantations; this process disrupts the appearance of the area within a few years
and makes the already incomplete maps totally unusable.

3.
Lists of localities, prepared in most cases for basically fiscal purposes,
constitute the only source of demographic date. 3uch lists are compiled on the

basis of information supplied by local authorities, which ^re rarely in a
position to supply full infonr-ation and sometimes have no reason to do so.

4.

The fact that different lists compile:, at various times contain similar

cata in no way guarantees that the information they contain is exhaustive or
accurate.

TI:e earliect list was probably quite simply used as a basis for the

subsequent lists, anc the minor differences which may be observed between the
various lists derive more often from errors in copying than fron actual correc
tions mace after on-the-spot observation.

5.
The boundaries between administrative units, if any, have never been marked
out on the ground, which is often impassable; such units have been identified

merely on tfce basis of the traditional status of households under administrative
or customary authorities, anc the representation ox such boundaries on max; is

only very approximate.

/.

^ TV.e most developed countries possess basic nap coverage at a small scale

Qj1.jO,COC or 1^X0,000) prepared from aerial photographs at a medium scale

V 1:50,000 or li6h,0GC). These maps, prepared rapidly during the period 19^0-15-50
using modem photogrammetric survey techniques ('aerial triangulation) with~a
strict minimum of ground-based operations, contain serious ga?s inevitable because
ox t;:.e scale used and because of the technique of photogrammetry itself.
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7.

It is evident that many cultural features which are essential for maps for

census purposes (small localities, residences scattered along watercourses, etc)
and whicl: may be identified or at least detected on 1:50,000 aerial photographs

cannot appear on a nap at 1:200,000 (l millimetre = 200 metres), which is of

necessity an abstraction.
In addition, photogrammetric plotting Is sometimes
unsatisfactory in forested areas; and in no cases does it furnish place names.
At the same time,,the collection of such place names from information supplied

during field operations produces lists that are very incomplete and sometimes in

error (ac a recult of the noting of names by an outsider, or the confusion of

names ) .

C.

accordingly, it is essential above all to update existing maps.

This implies,

principally, a need for ground operations, much more than survey, consolidation
and compilation work.
The cartographic technique to be applied is called field
classification.
This operation, completely freed from any concern for geometrical
precision or for the general updating of planiroetric data, must be strictly
adapted to the requirements of the census alone,
nevertheless, it must not be
limited to a check in the field that the lists of localities agree with the
existing map, accompanied by a "free-hand sketch11,
.That is needed is a genuine
reconnaissance topographical survey, sleeping the whole country and accurately
locating all populated places tilth their correct names, the number of places of
residence, the practicability of access routes and a more accurate definition of
their administrative boundaries. It is only after this f^n^ameuital^wojrk has been
completed that a valid list of localities can finally be''prepared'.'

9.
The preparation of 3.^. maps also requires basjic^druHJI^jrorltt tracing for
reproduction by photogravure. This operation may be' VimplTfied "considerably if
care is taken to standardise the format and scale of the documents used in the
field and in the office, and to limit compilation work to a minimum.

10.
The task of publishing the results of the census in the form of topical
maps and diagrams assembled in an atlas calls for the use of pure cartography;
but it should be noted that it is only at this final stage that the cartographic

artist is n&edeC,
Furthermore, the countries concerned often possess bodies
perfectly equipped one fully competent to deal witl? these socialised publications.

11.

It is therefore essential that the map-making operation in the census-taking

process should be regarded in itc true light and its full extent, and that the
necessary time, money and technical resources should be devoted to it.
Failing
that, the use of incorrect and incomplete 3.^.. maps will lead to the erroneous
identification of populated places and, especially, to systematic under-enumeration,

which is incompatible with the fundamental principles of the census,
3.

jj&jHLc^ocumgntation

12.
The document which provided the maximum amount of data on the location,
distribution and sice of the population and on the physical environment and type
of habitat is incontestably the aerial photograph. 3ven if it is at the same
scale, £i map cannot provide the same wealth of data as a photograph, for the
simple reason that a map is always a conventional representation which necessarily
implies a degree of abstraction, that is, the elimination of one feature to show
a more important feature.

:

.
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13*
The aerial photograph has t.ro xec in cartography for census ^urposes.
Firstly, it enables populated places, however small they may be, to be located
easily; secondly, it facilitates the task of determining boundaries between
enumeration districts by highlighting £.11 t!:e natural features (confluence of
two ;jad-is, disposition of rocks or dunes, an isolated tree, etc.-) which may con
stitute reference points for drawing .1.2* boundaries,
I lore specific-lly, in
urban,areas, and particularly in working-class districts ;rf ere homes are arranged
in haphazard fashion, the preparation o" TL.Z, maps poses no problems if recent,
large-scale serial coverage is .;■ vail..ble,
14»
--Tactically all African countries have received comprehensive jhotographic
coverage at least once, at medium scale (l:^C,OCO or li5b%OCO).
These photographs,
even if they are 10 or 15 years old, are unquestionably the beet basic docunients
available,
acquiring such coverage, which is relatively cl-eap (2 cents per km"'),
should be included autoniatically in the budget _,Ians for any census s

15•
Financing of a new set of photographs ic, of course, more expensive| however, it should not be forgotten that such an operation would be of general
interest to a large number of governmental agencies, which might therefore chare
the cocts.
tJc all events, a new set of photo£raphs at a large scale is essential
for all large urban centres, and especially for the capital.
The photography
could be effected at l:C,000, permitting enlargements to 1:2,000.
Tie cost of
such an operation is estimated at between IT, ■ CCO for a town of average size.

\6.

Squally, new photographic coverage at medium scale (1:50,000 to 1:70,00C)

is essential for rural areas which are densely populated- and are affected by sub
stantial population movements.
Medium-scale photography costs an average of

between IE ;O.C0 and 03 "1 per square kilometre.

17.
Independently of conventional aerial cover?.£e, useful photographs can also
be obtained vit!\" the use of amateur techniques (Cessna aircraft equi iped with c.

a Tasselbad cine-camera), or by requesting the assistance of the air force of the

country concerned.
Ivory Coast and Cenegal, for example, have the potential to
acquire reconnaissance aerial coverage of very high standard,

iC. ,

Notwithstanding the shortcomings already referred to, the existing base

I.?.

as a rule, the base maps for iifrican countries ;;ere prepared at a small

maps in a number of i^frican countries are not without interest, ,Cuch naps are
at a well defined scale, -.rheraaa aerial photographc are only at an approximate
scale. Moreover, even if they are incomplete and sometimes incorrect, the maps
supply information on place names and on tl-e approximate line of administrative
boundaries.
The base map, in brief, represents a "rough draft" of the final
document uhich will be prepared after a detailec updating, operation in the field.

scale (1*200,000 or 1:500,OQG). In many cases, houever, a new medium-scale map
(1:50,000) is bein£ prepared, and already covers part of the country* Heedless to
h
h
i
3ay, when
there
is a choice, even on the local level, between the two maus, the
medium-scale map should be used, since it will provide the maximum amount of

information.

20,
n new cartographic technique has been developed over the past few years to
produce what are known as orthopictomaps. By using photogrammetrie equipment
coupled with orthoprojectors, it is possible to obtain a document which combines
the fidelity of an aerial photograph with the accuracy of a conventional map.
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These orthopictomaps :rllly in the near future, constitute the ideal basic document
for census cartography.
Unfortunately, very feu areas of Africa have so far been
covered by orthopictoraaps.

21.

On the other hand, the images transmitted by JftiU (3arth Resources Techno

logy Jatellites) and GKTLaB ire for immediate purposes a happy conrprouiise between

the summary reconnaissance map and the conventional aerial photograph.

Cons
tantly updated, jince the satellite sleeps the same area on the earth's surface

every 1C days (every 10 days in the case of JPTLaB)t and susceptible of being

enlarged to l:.?5C,000 ^xic. even, more recently, to 1:100,000, tlese images ore of
great interest for the Cahelian and desert countries, which are mostly covered
only by 1:200,000 or 1:^00,000 maps.
•
'
22.

In tropical Africa,

ra.rely hept up to date.

cadastral maps generally cover urban areas.,

and are

In addition, they are issued in irost cs.ses in the form

of general maps or property maps, i.e. they simply show the delimitation of units
of property, but not the arrangement of buildings.
Consecfuently, they are of

limited usefulness (delimitation of urban boundaries, indication as to district
and street names).
C.

Methodology

23.

l^^-n^a^eas.

Aerial photographs of very recent date should be used, pre

ferably enlarged to 1:2,000.

From these enlargements a reproducible film can be
prepared which facilitates the printing of Ozalid coiDies.
Tahing the Osalid
copies, the topographers go into the field in order to mark the urban boundaries
and thoce of the various smaller administrative subdivisions.
They collect or
verify district and street naisies, and fill g-xps in the toponymy using a logical
numbering system based on the centre of the area concerned.
between buildings used for administrative,

They distinguish.

commercial or residential purposes,

and make an approximate estimate of the population by block.

Finally, they number

residences, both on the map and on the buildings themselves.
The boundaries of
3..-. are then established within the blocks uhose limits have already been deter
mined,

24-

on the basis of the pre-enumeration carried out on the ground.

^u**a^ aileiLC»

on tracings

^--e ^irct task is the preparation of "planimetric sketches"

or transparent material.

'Fisce sketches

may be prepared either by

simple copying of the medium-scale map, where it e;:istc, or by enlargement of the
small-scale map.
1:200,000,

2^'.

For countries where there is no existing base map at least at

it is preferable to use aerial photographs directly.

On to each planimetric sketch should be transferred lines of communication,

administrative boundaries, hydro-graphic information and important relief lines,

as well as localities whose position on the base map and whose name are not
challenged,

25.

The scale of these sketches is selected on the basis of the density and.

distribution of the population.

The following average figures are valid:

For population density lower then 3 S>er square kilometre

:

1:200,000

For population density lower than 10 per square kilometre

t

1:100,COO

For population density loner than 50 per squ-re kilometre
For population density higher than ^0 per square kilometre

■

: ltifCfOOG
: Is20,DOC

■
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27.

The format of the sketches should be standardised 30 as to facilitate sub

sequent printing and assembly.
The ideal format is one which substantially
corresponds to the map of a control area, i.e. between 5 and 1C enumeration .-^

£*-.
The preparation of a. ^C x 50 centimetre 1:^0,000 planirnetric sketch requires
-bout two days' work for a tracer.
The work may be spread out over a fairly

long period. {1 to C months) and rr.y thus be entrusted to a fairly email unit of

draughtsmen,

29.
i/c the cane time a "survey record" of practical format (30 ;: 30 centimetres)
must be prepared.
Like the sketch., this record will be prepared either on the
basis both of the medium-scale, nap and of aerial photographs, or on the basis of
aerial photographs alone.
The "survey record" should contain all the data irh-ich
^re transferred onto the sketch, plus all the information w'rich can be discerned
from the photograph anc which must be checked on the ground.
The preparation of
^ 3"-1 ^ 3^ centimetre survey record requires an average of three hours" work, and
should be entrusted to the operator who will be responsible for the updating
operation on the ground.

30.
The updating on the ground in rural areas is by far the most difficult
operation, and the most costly,
"owever, it is on this basic operation that the
accuracy of the enumeration and the quality of the census itself depend.

31*
The operation involves sweeping the whole area and r,r.rking on the record.
all populated places.
These populr^ted places, most of w*-ich already appear on the
photographic base, must be located ao accurately as possible and represented
schematically in relation to the communication, route which is followed (road,

track); the places of residence must be counted and the appropriate figure trans

ferred onto the survey record.
The place names which already appear on the record
must be checked, and must be added to where necessary.
TIjrough the use of a set
of conventional signs, the practicability of the routes of communication must be
distinguished; tlis will provide valuable data when the 3.r>.
are divided up.

32.
.curing the completion topographic survey, the operators must determine the
ratio of mrsber of residents to number of places of residence, at least once for
each 30 x 30 centimetre record.
These data will be used in the dividing up of
the 3,.-,
..dminictrative boundaries, especially those whic! are not defined in
detailed te;;ts ?jk. which are. represented only approximately on existing maps,
must be located-with greater accuracy with the use of information gathered on the
spot in localities near the anticipated line of the boundaries.
33.
as the survey records are completed in the field, they must be checked
against aerial photographs, lists of villages and administrative census data.
They will subsequently be reproduced on the appropriate planinietric sketch, which
will already contain the principal planimetric features and a proportion of the

place names.

34.

Once a series of sketchec has been completed, the S.d, are divided uo.

In

this operation, while natural boundaries should be followed as much as possible,
an effort should be made to delimit homogeneous units of population and to ensure
that each district can be covered by a single enumerator.
This dividing--U">
operation should be supervised by those in charge of the census, with the help of
a geographer.

3!f.

.--.en the division into 3.«. anc control zones has been completed, work can

be begun on tie preparation of an exhaustive list of the" localitiej covered, not
by compilation and control which is more or less effective, but using systematic
sweeps of the entire area.

30.
The preparation of 3.;-. maps is a task for specialists, on the same basis
as the other disciplines required in the cotnpreliensive census operation,
accord
ingly, it is desirable to avoid interference by academics or statisticians in
tils work, which, has nothing to do either with research or with the survey.
iVoper census maps should present directly in visual form ill the elements
necea£?.ry for the dividing up of 2,'.l* t .without any formulae or explanatory notes.
If we'll made maps are re.raired, there's nothing irore logical than to entrust the
work to tojonraohers or cartographers:
the Census Office will be involved only
&a the requesting body, in order to specify its neecs.

37,
The number of ^ersone required for raap ;>re^?.rati'on obviously defends on the
are£. of t?;e country '±nC the si^e of the ^>opulation, as :jell as on the time avail
able.

It m.y be estiru-ted th^t, on average,

a totx>£rav>hic operator can prepare

t'.?.e equivalent of C to 10 2,1. nK-ps r>&r month.
3C.
..hen the country concerned possesses a Geographical or Topographical Jervice,
it ic absolutely essential tlat the Service should play an active part in the
preparation of census maps, either directly, by assuming full responsibility for

the operation, or indirectly, by providing basic documents (xnaus and jhotographa)
and by seconding nullified staff to direct and supervise the work,
."uch co
operation is all the more justified in that it is embarked on in a context of
reciprocity.
The preparation of 3;!L-. naps for the entire country, with stress
laid on locating and deterniining the names of populated places, ic an important
contribution to the updating of the country's base tx.p.
3.

3;oert

33.
In the case of countries with an area of at leact 150,000 square kilometres
and a population of over 2 million, which also lack a Geographical Service suffi
ciently well staffed to undertake cartographic operations, it ic desirable for
a cartography eXi^ert to be assigned.
This expert must not be solely an adviser
in the field of cartographic compilation and composition} he nust also possess
topographic knowledge which will enable him to make a sound choice of the appro
priate method so ac to make the best possible use cf 5.11 existing documents.
First and foremost, lie must be a nan who can work in the field, who xc familiar

with photo-identification and photo-interpretation techniques, and who can train
topographers to carry out completion reconnaissance .napping,

/jG.
In order to limit the nutibers of such cartography' experts while increasing
their efficiency, it ic not inconceivable to envisage assigning them on a subregional b-^sic for the preparation and supervision of work in two or more
neighbouring countries.

one Cost

41.

The time required for the preparation of nupc for census purposes depends

on fixed parameters such as area and population, but also on unforeseeable

factors (weather, health of the staff, mechanical failure, etc.) which are inevi

table in any large-scale operation in the field.
Moreover, it would be unreason
able to seek to reduce the time required to an excessive extent through an illconsidered increase in staff.
,ig a result, between 0 and 15 months on average
should- be anticipated for the completion of a cartographic operation for census
purposes.

42,

hypothetical estimates of the cost of preparation for census purposes have

often been put forward, based on the conditions obtaining in Surope and the
United States, where the preparation of base maps ie practically up to date and,
consequently, only office work is required.

These estimates, which amount to

about 10 per cent of the total cost of the census, are manifestly inadequate to
cover substantial updating operations in the field, as are required in Africa,
An estimate of the order of 20 per cent would certainly be more realistic.
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V.

A.
1.

E/J.iPLING

INTRODUCTION
The advantages of using sampling;in place of exhaustive enumeration for the

collection of data during a census are well—known.,-

It caves cost,

eaves time",

gives pOEetimep more accurate recultc, and sometimes perfeapfi the only method
feasible.. Also known are its disadvantages; for example, theoretically at least,,,
a complete census gives the exact answer, but the. sample ^ives only an-estimate,

Moreover, cince the accuracy of the cample estimate depends on the absolute size.
of the sample and not on the sampling fraction, it is difficult to produce
acceptable estimates for very small areas through the use of campling unless
sample enumeration become^ almost equivalent to complete enumeration so far ac >
coverage is concerned.,.

"

;

...

.

2.
"The rapidly growing needs, in a number of countries for extensive and'-pe—'
liable .demographic data have m&de sampling methods-.a very desirable <ad ;:uft<it of
any complete census. ; Sampling is increasingly basing.used for broaderjiing the
scope of the census by asking a .number of questions of only a sample of the popu^-

lation.

i.jodern experience in the use of sampling techniques has confirmed that

it is necessary to gather all demographic information on a complete basis." 1/
B.

SHORT AND LONG QUESTIONNAIRES
2/

3»
Joseph VaKsberg—' has emphasized on the ure of sampling as a means of
improving the timeliness of the data as well as for achieving greater accuracy.
He has recommended that only a bare minimum of information be collected on a
100 per cent basis.
Gome items of data are definitely to be collected on a 100/j
basis, because legal requirements demand this.
Other items of information may
safely be collected through a sample.
The African experts have recommended that
the total population by sex should be the minimum information to be collected on

a 100>tf basic during the 1370 round of population censuses in Africa.2/
countries also want the information on age,

All the

and thus the basic minimum stands to

be the age-sex distribution of the total population to be obtained through the
exhaustive count.
to country

In practice,

according to the

however,

the basic minimum differs from country

individual requirement of

each country.

Moreover,

it becomes sometimes beyond the control of the census office to restrict the

questionnaire for the 100/' count to a bare minimum.

4«
It is understandable that eince a national population census ic a multi
purpose statistical project, a fairly large number of different topics rnuct be
investigated.

This often malces the questionnaire go heavy that it beconec

prac

tically impoccible to collect the information from all units of the population.

In corns countries with small population such as Gambia (C.L> in.) hj9 Libya
(2.L m.) 4/, and Congo (l.03 m.) £/, campling has not been used at all for data
collection.

TThile the advantages of using sampling for data collection may look

very tempting,

one must remember that it involves not only a lot of technical

complications, but also a lot more of strictor administrative control as well as
operational chechs.
Lac:;: of needed supervision in the enumeration of the campled
unite may result in very bad returns of the data, and the resulting estimates may
be seriously biased if we want to calculate them et allTheee are the reasons

if
2/
3/
£/
2/

Principles and Heconihiendationc for the 1^7^ Population Censuses, UN publication.
Demography (l^)
The African Recommendations for the 19*A^ Population Census.
ECA publication.
Official 1073 population census figure.
L£A estimate for 1S73*
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which led. Jenegal (4.P. m,)~- j Sierra Loone (".C m.^~*

and Ivory ^oast (5.5 mo)~j

to decide not to use sari ling for data collection, during the census,
enoug*

tec'-Jiical jersonnel has

forced some othsr countries

Lack of

like '.. alioraey and

Niger, to \ Ian a '."emogra^hic survey to follou' the census after a certain period
of tima; the curve/ vill be conducted to collect the su ■ lenentary information.
5«
/■■ typical procedure to use a built-in sara_>le at the time of the census
is, however, to make an exhaustive enumeration in the urban areas using :rhat is

called a

'long1' questionnaire Containing all the topics to be investigated

during the census, to make an exhaustive enumeration in the rural areas using
what is called a 'short1 questionnaire containing the basic minimum of the
topics on which information is needed for the ttLoIs yo_?ulation, and finally to

use the long questionnaire in a sample of the rural
o^ulation, the sarnie size
being determined .primarily by the accuracy desired of the sannle
estimates*

As ah exaEirie one may refer to Cudan (14.1 nu} *5/ uhich used san-ling for data,
collection during its 1^73

o. ulation census following the method outlined above.

lire short questionnaire contained in formation on Ilaiae, Cex, i*ge and ?»elationshi.: of the res;, ondent Tilth the Head of the household,,

It was used exhaustively

for tlie whole ;o_ ulation except where the long questionnaire was used.

The long

questionnaire contained those four items together uith questions on marital status,
literacy and education, economic activity, fertility, mortality and survival of
This iizs used in the urban areas and in z. sara_>le of rural areas,
a
similar ;>lan has been ado_ ted by the Central ^frican l^e^ublic for its census to
parents.

be conducted in I^ecember 1974*

G.
^.

Cft!fT,IliG iM.:- .ILCT OErGU3

'

It ic Trell-lcnoim that in order to take suitable measures sufficiently in

advance against all _ossible

jitfalls during the census operation and also to

design every ^.hase of the census

operation irith o_ timum efficiency,

ssary to conduct i ilot censuses before

it is nece

launching the actual census operation.

The iresults of these ..■ilot censuses determine the guidelines for the census as a
whole as uell as, if .ossible, for each of its phases separately.
They are
always carried out on a sanr.le basis.
Sxce^.t in such cases uhere, for exanrle,

it is needed to test "t!ie effectiveness of a projected course of action" 7/,
it is not necessary to'use randoni oarasling for these _->re-tests.

One may conve"

niently use non-ranc-on or _,urooGive sampling ;rhic!> has been the case uith the
i;ilot censuses organized in the countries taking census under the African Census
?rogranme.
In this connection one must mention the uioe decision of the census
in 3tliicoia. to use random sanr,ling to judge the efficacy of the group enumeration
method __rojosed to be followed during the ; oymlction census in jlthio^ ia.
The
conclusion dra:m on the basis of the results of the jilot censuses using random

sampling :ias that the grou t enumeration method rjave lC _-er cent less coverage

(under--enumeration) than the house to house

7-

canvassing nievhod. C/

In 3ongo ^ilot censuses :rere conducted covering the \ o;;;ulation of one

entire province, Lekoumou,
T!ie data collected during the :;ilot cenauc irere
utilized to make a sailing frame for the _'ilot surveys for establishing a system
of continuous demographic observation in the country after the census :/orh" will
be over.

5/ I'ay be revised.
7/ ..rinci^ les and rteconsaendations for the 1370 . emulation Censuses,

r/ ..eroonal comriunication from UN 0am;ling i.c.v±>zev in Dthio ia.
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C.

In Somalia a number of pilot censuses have been conducted to test the

feasibility and efficiency of a new sailing design proposed to be U3ed during
the census to collect information among the nomads.
In order to reach unbiased
conclusions the pilot tests should have been conducted using random sampling for
the selection of sample units where the tests would be conducted. As a valid
sampling frame was not available, tests were conducted using non-random selec
tion, but conducting the tests under as varied conditions as possible. The ,
results of the pilot censuses have helped the census office to modify the
questionnaire as vrell ac several basic concepts with reference to the enumera
tion of the norads.

9.

,

•

Pilot censuses will be conducted in Mauritania exactly one year before \

the census enumeration period in order to assess the results under identical :
conditions as far as practicable. Among other inquiries, the results of these-,
pilot censuses will help to determine among several alternative procedures that
have been p^opu^., the opt.-uivam sampling design to'be used =during .the census fcr
data collection

D.

SAMPLE DESIGN

.

-

■'

-

.

■

' "

■

.

10.
Regarding the choice of the sampling unit and the sampling design to be
used for data collection during a population census, the following recommenda
tions of the United Nations Statistical Office are useful. "Because basic

conditions differ in different countries, it is difficult to lay down any
general rules concerning the choice of sampling units employed at various stages

of a multistage sample design.

In itiost African countries it may be assumed

that any sample field operation in relation to a census is likely to

be based

on a single-stags sample of areas; such area units should preferably be appro
ximately equal in population and an estimate of population of each unit should
preferably be available. Census enumeration areas are often convenient units

for this purpose." 9/
11.

In the light of these recomiaondations, one may consider the practical

advantages of the single-stage clus'rer sampling with census enumeration areas
as sampling units3 although it may .very well be that a more efficient cample

design would h& to suH-sanrple households, the second-stage sampling units, within
the sampled enumeration areas, the :'irst-stage sampling units.
In general, a.
single-stage approach will have the. following advantages:

a)

A two-stage dar.igti with ".lous^holds as second-stage units requires
necessarily two visits to be made.to the selected householdsone for the listing operation and the other for the enumeration.
Although this may be desirable in order i;o avoid omission or
duplication of any household during the census, this may not
o?^~-:~>. b? feasible costw:.; e as well as operationally in difficult
terrain. Moreover it ma/ always be extremely time-consuming to
yond back ths household : ists to the central census office or

even to the regional ceni-.us office for the second-stage samples
to be drawn. On the othor hand, the results may be very much

biased if the task of drawing samples is entrusted to the enumerators.

Use of Sampling in Population ami Housing Censuses* £oc. Mo. ST/3TAT/"3
and E/C//
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b)
9

c)

If the enumerator obtains sample information from everyone in a

sample enumeration area it is easier to crosscheck the

information from the adjoining neighbours who are also in the

sample.
There is more opportunity to get some Information
about the households that are temporarily absent*
It is
also easier to avoid double-counting of some events.

TJhen the enumerators are of questionable quality, sub-

sampling requires a very strict supervisory control which
may not always be guaranteed.

d)

It will not be necessary to train all the enumerators1 on all

items of the long questionnaire. The better enumerators may
profitably be used for the sample enumeration areas. Control
of enumeration work is easier.

e)

tlork and control of work at the processing stags will also

be easier.

12,
Single-stage cluster sampling design was used during the Sudan population
census in 1973* In Liberia housing questions were investigated on a sample
basis. But instead of using area sampling a different design was usod. The
questionnaire books were prepared in such a way that every 5th household supplied
the answers to the housing questions. Care was taken to avoid the enumerator
bias in the selection of the sample households,
13-

It is necessary at this point to elaborate on the necessity of creating

enumeration areas, suitable for building up a sampling frame. For discussing
the suitability of the enumeration areas in order to achieve the best results
one may recall the following suggestions from the UN Statistical Office: 10/

a)
b)

It is desirable that each EA should if possible be entirely

urban or entirely rural„

The average size of the EA should approach as closely as possible

the optimum for efficient sample inquiries based on the EA as
sample unit.
This optimum depends on the variate with which the
survey is concerned. Studies in Africa and other developing
count -ies suggest that for ma ly variates the oj> - imum would be
around a few hundred population.

d)
d)

It is desirable that the variance in

be as small as possible.

the size of the EAs should

It is desirable to number the EAs approximately within each

district, and the districts within each region, etc., so as
to ensure on the one hand that contiguous geographic EAs are
given consecutive numbers and on the other that the numbering
provides a code indicating a certain characteristic of the EA

(e.g. urban or rural character).

10/ Use of Sampling in Population and Housing Census.
and E/CN.H/C7E/C.

Doc, No.
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14»
It may be noted here that although the recommendation has been made for
the optimum EA size as two tc four hundred persons, practical considerations on
many aspects have forced many African countries to create 2As of larger sizes.
In the 1973 census of Sudan, SAs, which were called Enumeration Zones there,
were created with average size of around 600 persons, the size varying from 500

to 700 according to the concentration^ of habitation-

But because it was found

that it would be impossible to impose the necessary technical control the
enumeration zones were Chosen as sampling units, it was decided by the census
office to take the enumeration sector as the sampling unit instead, an enumera
tion sector haviiig been composed of five or six enumeration zones. 'Thus'the
areal sampling unit was of the size of 3,000 to 4,000 persons.
,

15-

The average size of the enumeration area in Central African Republic is

800, in Chad 1,000, in Cameroon 1,000 and in Dahomey about 2,000.

In all these

countries recommendations have been made to take the Eh as the sampling unit,
discouraging its further subdivision simply for sampling purposes. The reason

behind this was the fear that if proper cartographic supervision coulcj.not be

made and if the EAs were subdivided by the enumerator himself in the field in
order to draw one of the subdivisions in the sample, large subjective elements

might bring heavy bias in the results. Of course some restrictions are, automati
cally imposed because of the large size of the EAs. For example,, tabulations
should not be made for very small geographical areas for the characteristics under

study through the use of sampling. But feasibility is the most important factor
which may lead to the acceptance of a theoretically less efficient plan. One
should note here vha-j a study of the sampling variances and of intracluster co
rrelation for the characteristics under study and of the influence of the size
of the EAs on them will be very helpful in planning future surveys, and these
should definitely be made.

15B

'Ihen the sample size is even moderately large, it is much easier to draw

a systematic sample from a list of sampling units than to select separately each
unit to be drawn in the sample. Thue the recommended procedure is to adopt a
systematic, or more precisely, a circular systematic sampling, since in a circular
systematic sampling every unit in the list is given some chance to be selected at
the first draw which is not the same case with linear systematic sampling if the

number of sampling units in the list is not an exact multiple of the sample 3ize.

Therefore whfeta the numbering of the SAs will be made it should be done each
district following a spiralling movement from the outer perimeter gradually to
wards the centre,
For the districts ins:.de a province also the same method should
be followed. The procedure can be easily adhered to if the numbering is done on
a map containing the boundaries of the districts in a province as well as those
of the EAs within each district. If the list of the SAs is then prepared
following the given ordering of the serial numbers on the map, a circular syste
matic selection will ensure that the selected units will come from all over the
region and thus the expectation will be there that they will form a representa
tive group. The procedure outlined above has been followed in the Sudan census

in 1973> and has been recommended to the African countries which have planned to

use sampling for data collection using EAs as sampling units.

17.

Often sample

estimates are published at the province and the national

levels separately for the urban and the rural areas. This suffices for the
national and the regional planning purposes, and the estimates at lower levels
of geographic or administrative sub—divisions are not required. There may of
course be exceptions.
For example, in Mali ths sample estimates are needed at

the administrative level of the circle which is at one step lower than the province,
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In any case a geographical stratification provincewise or in such cases as in

Mali, a stratification at a lower administrative level will have to be made.
In some rare cases such as in Congo? this geographical stratification automati
cally coincides with a stratification according to the principal ethnic groups
in the country.
But if it does nots it is desirable that any further stratifica

tion should not be made

within the geographical (administrative) strata,, because

this will give rise to technical complications*
"f it seems that the use of an
available information for further stratification may result in a gain in effi
ciency in the sample design, it may be used for a post-enumeration stratification.
This will be almost as efficient as tha^ by proportional a .location in pre-

enumeration stratification.
Census Programme,

Among the countries taking census under the African

most probably only in Upper Volta in the pest-enumsration sur

vey for supplemental data collection following the population census,

tion will be made according to

stratifica
several criteria such as geo-ethnic composition*

size of the village etc*

18,

Nothing has yst been said on the size of whe sanrple to be selectedo

Air-

though the administrative and budgetary feasibilities are very important factors,
one cannot underestimate the role of sampling errors in determining the sample
size,

A generally accepted principle,

to start with,

may be that the sample size

should be such that if 10Js> of the population in a geographical area for which the
estimates will be published, possess a certain characteristic,

their number will

be estiniated with a maximum relative error of 10/£ at the 9fT' level of confidence.
This level of error may not of course be accepted in one country whereas in
another a higher level laay not matter much.
But if an acceptable level of error
is decided upon, then on the basis of the sampling error of different estimated
numbers of persons and for several values of the sampling fraction and of the
intracluster correlation, this accepted principle may guide to the desirable
sampling fraction that should be used.
This may only be:a very rough guide, but

very often helpful in taking a definite decision about the sample size that should
be realistic as well as sufficient to produce acceptable estimates.,
In general
a sampling fraction between 5/» and 10/* is sufficient,

but sometimes a sampling

fraction of 2,5/£ ff^y also be used, noting here that the sampling error depends
on the'absolute size of the sample and not on the sampling fraction.

For example,

Sudan used a sampling fraction of. 10?;, ?.nd it has been suggested that Cameroon .

should .take 2.5& Mali $%;t and Central African Republic 10^.. One final note,

concerning the sample size is that it is much better to have a small sample with
sampling error relatively high but nonsampling errors reduced to a minimum, than
to have a very T-'-rge sample which, due to lack of sufficient technical resources
of the countries taking the census for the first time, may lead to results with
large amount y>£ nonsampling errors hidden in them.

S. ^ SAMPLING AND QUALITY CONTROL

19,
!*- ;""vp?:,1.at:>or!. censur. or any census whatsoever at the national level needs
a large number of operations to be performed,
To leisure the success of the whole
exercise, it is necessary to check at every stage that the operations are actually
being carried out according to the directives issued from the central census
office* . These controls are to, be imposed simultaneously with the different stages

of the whole work so that corrective measures, if necessary, may be taken before
it is too late,

20,

It has; been suggested that some of these operations are so important that

100?' verification must be made to find out if there is any error anywhere.
of these are as follows:

Some
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a)

Designation and mapping of the enumeration areas

b)

Preparation and printing of questionnaires

c)

Review of training materials and manuals

d)

Distribution of materials

e)

Preparation of sampling frame if sampling is used, and !
selection of the sample with proper identification of
each sample unit selected

f)

Scrutiny of the questionnaire books by the supervisors
for blank reporting,

The list may be continued.

inconsistencies, etc.

One will not normally think of checking less than

100/i in those cases.
21.

There are some other operations where a 100'/o checking is either not

feasible or unnecessary.

For example, the following three instructions are

usually given to the supervisor before the census enumeration takes place:

a)
:

b)

Check the enumerator's method of approaching the respondent
and his technique of interviewing,

Check that interviews were really made when the completed
questionnaire is submitted and check also that nd person
has been omitted.

c)

Check that the recorded responses are correct.

Regarding the first instruction, it is understood that the supervisor cannot make
a 100,j checfc, as in that case he will have to stay with one enumerator during

the total period of his work.
Also it is clear that the purpose of making this
check is to instruct the enumerator at the early stage of his work if his method
of working is not correct.
If the supervisor feels that it may be necessary to
continue, the checking for one particular enumerator, it is desirable that the
enumerator is replaced at an early stage by a more efficient one.

Thus

it is not

necessary to use the methods of random sampling to make this check effective.
22.
For the second and the third instructions, howeverv the random sampling
methods should be used in order to produce unbiased results through checking.
A sample of completed questionnaires will have to be selected at random.
A
systematic selection with a random start for each enumerator will eliminate the

need to trait till all the questionnaires have been filled in, and the checking
work may run almost simultaneously with the enumeration work.
In order to avoid
the dependency on the supervisor for the randomness of the selection, he may be
instructed to check with a random start every 20th or 25th household questionnaire

to find out if the interviews were really made, and every 50th or 100th household
questionnaire for content checking.
All records of the ckecks made should be
correctly kept for every enumerator's work and for every enumeration area.

Assuming that the supervisor will follow carefully the selection of the sample
households, these records may help the central census office to form, an overall
idea of the quality of the work done during the census enumeration.
It should be
kept in mind, however, that in most of the countries the work of recruiting the
enumerators is left to the supervisor, and therefore, it may very well happen
that the supervisor will be reluctant to keep a record of all the defects.
This
reluctance will bring in a large amount of bias and therefore will make the
results unusable.
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3£

?3*
^t is rec&ra.iended that for coverage checking against omission of an entire
house or household, the supervisor should cover the whole of an enumeration area.

It is well: known that the quality of the census coverage of houses and households

depends to a Ta^ge extent on the quality of the enuraeraticn maps as well as on

the pre-ehumeration listing of houses and households."' In any case selection of
only a part of the enumeration area instead of the whole to be chocked for
census coverage of all houses and households is usually discouraged.

24.

It is only in Liberia that the random sampling methods have been used to

control the qua ity of the enumerators1 work.
In all countries arrangements
have of course been made for this checking, though the procedure of selection of
units to be checked are not random and have been left largely to the discretion
of the supervisors*
25.
Sampling may be used in quality control of the office operations especially
in pre-computer processing stages*
In coding operation, for example* the super
visor of a group of coders may not make a lOCfji check of all the coded question

naires.
In that case a random check of a certain percentage of the questionnaires
is desirablee
A control chart should be made on the basis of the proportion of
the mistakes made.
This should be done for each coder separately,
For the first
two or three days of course a careful scrutiny of almost all the coded question
naires will definitely show which immediate steps should be taken to improve
the qualityi
The random checking and the preparation of control charts come
after that step.
It should be mentioned that if it is'operationally feasible,

then instead of selecting, say, 10?' of the ceded questionnaire books for checkingji ft1-'Is1 preferable to check-10# of the coded questionnaires in each book, since
in that case the resulting control charts will lead to more precise conclusions.
It is not known at this stage if any African country has decided to use random
sampling for quality control and to prepare control charts in order to check and
improve the quality of the coders. Similar procedure may be followed for the
process: of punching the cards containing individual or household information.

26O

"The: experience of various countries in the field of application of sampl

ing to data processing has pointed to further opportunities for improvement of
present plans and introduction of new sample controls. Moreover the effort to
attain -the better quality of census data in the phase of data processing has
broughtr into focus the necessity of improving the quality of work done during the
previous phases.
In particular the need for an effective plan to control the

quality of enurr ration has been recogni ;ed. A considerable amount of progress
has been■achieved in measuring and controlling the quality of s. census after it
:
has taken-place, but to date ]JL/ not enough is done about controlling quality at
the time of the actual enumeration. Consideration of these problems would lead
to the important question of integrating quality control of processing with the

quality of work of the previous xahases." 1?./

11/

195c

,

.

;

.

12/
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27.

SAILING AND ADVANCED TABULATION

The tabulation and analysis of all the information collected during the

census operation normally take a long time to be completed..

It has therefore

been rightly recommended in the United Nations Handbook of Population Census
Ilethods Vol. I that provisional tabulation should be made on the basis of a
sample of the data collected.
For this advanced tabulation a very simple pro
cedure should be followed.

The tabulations may be made only at the national

level using urban-rural stratification.

28.

If the census office in a country has not used sampling at all for data

collection during the census enumeration, a simple procedure is to choose at
random a sample of enumeration areas and then process in advance the information
given in the questionnaires returned from these EAs.

The SAc may be selected in

the sample when the list of EAs has been prepared after the locality listing and
the mapping work are completed.

No special control should be placed on the

enumeration or processing of the data in these areas,

so that they may bs taken

as a representative group of the census enumeration areas»

The only difference

is that when the filled-in questionnaire books start coming in to the census ,

office, the books from these enumeration areas should be taken up before others
for coding and other processing work.

29«

If a country decides to use a built-in sample for data collection,

a

of enumeration areas will have to be chosen where a long questionnaire will be

used.
For advanced tabulation it will be necessary to choose a subsample of the
sample of EAs already selected.
Jork on the returns from the EAs in the subsample

;

should start as soon as they come in.

.

30.

j

It has been assumed above that a single-stage cluster sampling of SAs has

been used for data collection.

sample design with EAs

It may be decided instead to use a two-stage

in the first-stage and households at the second-stage as

sampling units.
Only the selected households are to be processed for advanced
tabulation.
But if the sample
design may bring complications in the organiza-

;

tion of the processing work,

I

the plan should be avoided,

31.
The ^rocess of advanced tabulation also incidentally provides a test of
the census processing programme for all data.
There is no doubt that the advanced
tabulations provide useful information at an early date.
However it may be ,
argued that proc ^ssing an advanced sample interferes with
he processing of the
regular census tabulations in the census office of a country with limited techni
cal resources and delays the final publication.
This is the principal reason
given against advanced tabulation by the countries like Central African Republic,
Cameroon,

ijahomey and Senegal.

32.
"In determining the size 01 a sample required for preliminary results,
it has to be borne in mind that each increase in the size of the sample gives
greater detail and more accurate results at the expense of speed in the analysis,
for the latter decreases as the sample increases.
In the interest of obtaining
quick results, it is necessary that the sample be no larger than that required
to give only the main characteristics of the population with no more than

reasonable accuracy, say a coefficient of variation up to 5^«

.Ihen punched cards

are used to analyse a census, the only additional work involved in obtaining

preliminary results from a sample is that concerned with the selection and the
machine analysis of the sample.
The coding of the sample forms and the punching

.

milwim Mm ii ;n»tiimMi
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of the sample cards are a part of the work required for the complete analysis and
need not be repeated for the latter*"
/
33*

Except Liberia,

no other country has a,plan for advanced tabulation,

although suggestions were given to several countries.

G.

SAMPLING AND EVALUATION RESULT,:}

'

.

.

34.
It is generally accepted that in the field of demographic, social and
economic statistics, the attainment of i~xact values by ureas of a national census
of population is unrealizable because of various factors beyond the control of
the census office operations*
The data can be collected only with different
degrees of approximation.
However, in order that the census data can be put to
practical use, one should attempt to ensure that departure from accuracy does
not exceed reasonable limits, 14/
:
.-\

35.

Various methods have been suggested for finding out the types and magni

tudes of errors in the census enumeration.

One way is to reenumerate a sample

of the total population an4 coi^are,. with the census results a

One other way isj

to match a sample of census returns with the results obtained from other sources,
for example, vital registration documents.,

36.

.....

:

, ,

::

If a post-enumeration survey (?£3) is conducted to check, the accuracy of

the census, it must fulfill certain conditions, namely, (i) the ?E3 must be

independent of the census, (ii) it: should coyer a representative part of the

country's population, kand (iii) a one-to-one matching of its results .with the
census returns should be possible.
The whole basis of the PSS to be used for
evaluating the census is that its organizers must be confident from the very
start of its planning upto the completion of its analysis that the USS results
are being obtained with maximum possible accuracy and that the census results
can be verified against them.
It must be very clear to the organizers of the

census and the ?2G that there i3 no point in reaching a stage where the need will
be felt to organise a second PEG in order to be sure about the accuracy of the
first

37 •
Sometimes PS3 is conducted to serve two purposes, (i) to check the quality
of the census and (ii) to collect at the same time supplemental data that could
not be collected during the census.
3ut if it is considered that the PES should
serve as a census evaluation survey, then in countries with limited technical
resources it is advisable that the evaluation survey be kept separate from the
for supplemental data collection

3C

For the census evaluation survey one should have a modest plan that can be

followed under intensive conditions of precision at all stages of work.
Usually
it should be sufficient to select at random 1J"' of the census SAs to be reenumerated exhaustively on a simple questionnaire using the same concepts and
definitions followed during the census.
A circular systematic sample of SAs
selected from a list where the EAs have been serially numbered in a spiralling

fashion in each province, is expected to give a representative part of the

population of the country.

13/ Use of sampling in population and housing censuses, ST/STAT/23
14/ CT/STAT/23
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39•

The UN recommendation made during the Seminar on the Organization and

Conduct of Censuses of Population and Housing held in Addis Ababa in June I96G
has been that the reenumeration should be done as soon as possible after the
census day.

It has also been suggested that care should be taken in inter

preting the results of any post-enumeration check and that all discrepancies

found between the census and the post-enumeration checks should not automati

cally be considered as errors in the census. 15/

40.
Mauritius (1972), Gambia (1973), Sudan (1973), Libya (1973) and Congo
(1974) did not have any plan to conduct a census evaluation survey following
the census 16/. Nigeria (1973) is presently arranging an evaluation survey,
whereas Liberia (1974) has already conducted one. It is interesting to note
here that the preliminary results of the ?ES in Liberia has indicated that there

was C-l($ under-enumeration in the census 17/. Of the countries which are
going to take their population census in 1974 a^ 19751 Dahomey (combined with
demographic survey), Ivory Coast, Niger (combined with demographic survey) and
Senegal have already made plans to conduct a census evaluation survey after the
population census,,

41.

3ome other countries may make the same plan at a later date.

It may be possible to check census enumeration results against records

obtained during the preparatory work,

in particular during a pre-listing of
houses and households if it can be done.
This has been found very useful in
Sudan in the enumeration of the nomadic population where a pre-listing of tribes
and clans along with the estimated number of households seems to be almost
indispensable.

Report E/CN.14/CAS.6/7
16/ Census dates in brackets.
17/ United Nations Census Adviser's monthly report for May 1974*

VI.

FIELD EMJMjJHATION PLAN,■ :
AND TilLlNItTG OF FI12UD STAFF

Some characteristics are common to most oouirtrioB participating in the

African Census Programme,

- No general population census has ever been taken in these countries.
Administrative counts are undertaken at periodic intervals, however,
those wore organized according to different standards. Thus national
authorities lack experience in the planning and the organization of
general population censuses.

- The ratio of educated population to the total population is low.

Thus, census organizers are obliged to adopt the direct interview
method of enumeration. Available manpower which can bo recruited as

enumerators and controllers is also scarce. Some countries decided to

take do juro census because this typo of enumeration could be aocompli-

rihod with a eraalldr number of enumerators,

- In most countries, public transport and governmunt vehicles are scarce,
and density in populated areas is low.
and training of field staff

*■ ia T?G polioios and Procedures followed for the recruitment and selection of

field staff usually involve high-lovd government officials of the other
government agencies (usually the Ministry of !Jducation, the Ministry of Agri

culture) to seek their cooperation in making employees available for the enume
ration period. After negotiations are undertaken, agreements between census

directors are usually made official by census committees which also determine the

date and duration of the enumeration, sometimes according to the type of fiold
personnel to bo employed during the enumeration poriod.
Tfrpe of field -personnel

The following table shows the typo of personnel used as anumerators and

controllers:

- Tho staff of national statistical offices is barely enough for current
work

In most countries enumerators and controllers are school teachers.

has several advantages:

This

- 'Johool teachers are usually trusted by tho population.

Communications between the respondent and the enumerator are e.-sy to

establish.

'

- School teachers usually know the area in which they are assigned as
enumerators, specially if these are also their area of residence,

- school teachers* handwriting is usually easy to read, the data conversion
ana oapture would thus be facilitated.

CH-T/INF/4
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- Teachers are also in charge of yearly school population censuses which
are conducted in many countries.
Thus, they are used to filling out
questionnaires, properly to collect information on occupation,

on age,etc.

Many countries like Dahomey^ instead of using school teachers who are
available for census work during long holiday periods, employ students or

unemployed educated people as enumerators.

Some other countries in order to

complete, enumeration in a relatively short time (for example Upper Volta), will

recruit teachers as controllers and other persons as enumerators.

The main drawback in using school-teachers is their limited periods of
availability.
Their training period and the enumerations usually last three

weeks.

This inplies either choosing summer vacations (which is not a favorable pe
riod for field ■Vfork)as:.tfieon;urn'-'ra'tion poriod-f or modifying school Calendars in Re
order to organize enumeration during Christmas or jiiastor holidays.

Most

statistical offices (or national census offices) are not influential enough to
obtain from Governments modifications of school calendar.
Training of field staff

A country with 7*5 million inhabitants would need about 6,000 enumerators
and 1.200 controllers.
It has in its statistical office 10 trained statisticians.
It is clear enough that enumerators and controllers cannot be trained by
statisticians even if it gets 100 statisticians, of which 50 can train other
people.

CPH/IM17//!
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VII.

A*

1.

DATA KJOCiiCCING

Planning and organization

Current advice eruphacizee the potential of the computer for producinrThin potential can only be realized by suitable mana

tiiaely census results.

gement, otherwise delays can be longer than.if there were no computer.
Come
constraintc are imposed on processing at a very early sta^e - choice of. the
;
Method of data capture,

design of the coding cyst era,

lay-out of the questionnaire-

and above c.11 the physical

From thic point onwardc census data processing,

constitutes a. complete project, with objectives, inputs^ resources, procedures
and outputs.
7ith untried resources and procedurec the project is inevitably one
of high risk.

, Thus there are two uajor problems.
The first ic associated with cueationnaire deci/ni.
The second is one of project management.
2.

The whole design of the questionnaire becomes of critical iuportaiice
when a computer ic to be used to process data.
As always the first aixii of the
miestionnaire is to obtain information.
But now we are much ciore concerned

with transmission, interpretation, transcription, filing, retrieval '.and correc
tion than.ever before.
Effective advice froia operational staff is crucial for
success.
Unfortunately this is often hard to come by, coiuetiues even harder
to evaluate.

3-

It has heen pointed out uany tiiiiec how important planning becomes when.
the computer is involved.
Certainly the initial constraints mentioned above
are critical for the processing operationBut it ikiuet. alro be said that,
following this, while £ood management can make a success even of weak plans,
good plans will always

4*

be ruined by poor implementation.

The processing project Manager needs to have the confidence of the subject

specialists, preferably based on shared knowledge avicl experience.
He i..ust also
be able to speak the language of the data processing staff.
Computer systenvc
training would be ideal.
Unfortunately this usually takes far too lon£.
Thic
appears to be a special training problem.

i>»

It ic to be noted that effective project niana^eweat frou within the census

organization becomes even iiibre important when the organisation wakes uce of a
separate computer department.

G.

The project manager's job is an administrative-technical one.

He needs

.'

access to new kinds of information outside the usual statistical fields.
For
success he must be able to secure rapid lasting decirionc on many points of

detail.
Guch requirements are net well suited to many statisticians, trained
to reserve judgement rather than ^ive it readily, particularly in areas where
experience ic limited,
B.

Coding

"/.
Although thic subject hac been discussed earlier the computer pro^raxi-'jer *
will want-to emphasise certain points.
Code series must be checked at input
for vali<£j.t^.
A series which can be described entirely by the lowect and
highest values, with no brealx in between, is obviously the easiest to deal with.
There is an even more important consideration.
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When ta"bulations have to be specified it is far easier to locate each cell
if the code series is continuous, so that the location can be specified by

formula.
This forces the programmar to bring every code series under control,
translating it to the continuous series recruired.

8.

It is sometimes overlooked that the computer'can easily select ranges

from a continious series, unlike card-processing which must rely on digit

positions.

Sur>risingly the most ill-adapted coding is produced by statisti

cians who seem persuaded that significant digit coding offers advantages for
classification,
A four digit system is often produced to dascribe fewer than
a hundred different categories.

Whatever the external advantages such systems

may possess they present only disadvantages to all forms of computer processing,

9.
Using a continuous internal coding system the computer can easily assign
whatever external coding is desired, however discontinuous, using a'look—up'
table.
Unfortunately the inverse operation is many times slower and more
complex.
Accordingly if special codes are needed iji reports these
should be
prescribed only when needed,

10,

In the lijht of these considerations it is strongly recommended that the

code designer should help the programmer (and himself) by offering external

code series which come as close as possible to the continuous series which
the programmer must arrange within the computer.

11,
In addition to the points above the attention of the code designer must
be drawn.to the role of coding in the verification process.
Many code systems .
would be radically recast if potential verification and correction procedures
had been studied in advance.
For this reason it is recommended that where
possible full computer verification and correction procedures be used for the
pilot census, giving close attention to the recommendations of the systems
expert for coding changes to be made in the final census plans.

^'

Pjffit capture

12,
ilxisting recommendations regarding data-capture need some revision in
The results of
the light of advances made in the past three or four years.
actual work done in this field relating to cenus operations from 1970 onwards
do
not appear to have been fully documented, correlated and analysed for the
benefit of new users.

13.
Requests have been made by Statistical Offices in Africa for up-to-date
detailed study of data-capture methods for census processing.
The demand is
logical but cannot easily be met from the resources of the regional advisory

service.

3uch a study would need to concentrate on planning needs, levels of

accuracy, correction procedures and particularly on human resource requirements
and time scales, much more than on estimated costs (which in the event are

often miscalculated).

Special notes are needed regarding supply and manten&nce

facilities within individual countries.

14?
D&spite thd difficulties evaluations of the type suggested are critically
important.
Decisions on data capture have to be made before or at the tine of
questionnaire design.
The choioes made have a distinct effect not only *n the
design itself but on all manual and computer pre—tabulation processing.

CfH/lNF/4
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15« A special problem in certain parts of the African region is the low rate
of key-punching attainable under local conditions. More than twice as many
operators are required to complete the work in the same jime as would
otherwise, be expected.
In addition key-to-tape recording equipment is
difficult to maintain where there are high levels of dust, humidity and heat.

This-makes it difficult in many instances to replace older punch-card units with
newer and more efficient equipment.

Optical readers can help to solve the

problems in particular cases but this 'places even heavier demands on the need
for effective planning with expert advicef
D.

Data input problems

16.

The biggest single problem at present is that there is" no computer soft

17*

Manual intervention in correction procedures is frequently specified:

ware package for data input and verification corresponding to the various tabu-'
lation packages now available. The procedural problems are mainly related to
correction philosophies and the management of manual amendment.

- tfhen geographic or other identificatory coding is wrong, and the context
does not assist corrective action,
~ when records are missing or where a record is so defective that it is
beyond the scope $f logical or other correction rules,
- where the volumes of correction indicate the need for a thorough
coding review.

18.

In some cases manual correction is assigned to the data recording section

19.

The organization of aanual correction can be critical for planning.

when the errors are substantially due to incorrect transcription.
question arouses controversy, sometimes not easy to resolve),

(This...

A

poor system can extend the time needed for input many-fold, jeopardising the
time-table.

^

20. Standard recommendations for automatic correction of census data have,
been called for more than once. The difficulties here reside.mainly in
suiting the recommendations to different correction Jphilosophies1, to differing

data content, and different code designs,

21. In most cases the 'philosophies' mentioned above reduce simply to
attitudes. In a few countries there is a bold policy of avoiding manual
intervention at all costs. Such over-reliance on the computer introduces
certain risks. For examples the replacement of missing records may be

acceptable subject to suitable controls.

of unknown bias in results.

Without these there is the danger

22. A far greater problem is over-caution. The real uses of census aggregates
for policy-making may be overlooked. Procedures based on administrative
routine are often employed, achieving little or nothing for the statistical
objectives, assistance to automatic correction is sometimes due to difficulty in

making decisions, soneti^ies to lack of assurance that the computer will do

what is required.

.
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^,

Tabulation

.

23. Portable l/ software packages like COOiJNTS have ^;one a long way towards
meeting the problems- of tabulating census results,
Some problems remain.
In common with most paokages of this kind there are drawbacksFor instance
there is no easy way of accumulating partial totals, e.g. province by province.
The system for specifying descriptive text imposes a heavy burden,.
Efficient
use is not made of disk storage where available, EGA is indebted to the
Bureau of" Census for special training facilities in tfcp CUOlIHTS packages, but
such dependency extending to the specialized job of installing the package
concerned, is not altogether heakthy, and the arrangement needs to be reviewed.
24. A good deal of advice already offered to statisticians regarding tabulation
remain entirely valid,
vfe.have drawn attention to the possibilities of computer
analysis that can be specified simultaneously with major tables.

However sone

practical hints on the"use. of percentages, means and medians for example would
be valuable at this point.
F,

Data Input Operations

25. ' I'/ith the successful implementation and support of packages for table and
report generation we oan regard the tabulation problem as substantially solved.
This draws particular attention to the question of census data input. Four
problem areas become apparent:

i) The programming system to be adopted,
ii) The programming techniques needed,
iii) The method of developing specifications,
iv) The detail to be included in the specification,

26.

General recommendations can be offerd for (i) and (iii).

In the case of

item (ii) a general format has been developed wich can be made available to

systems analysts. The last item has presented difficulties so far as generalised
recommendations are concerned.
An earlier attempt to develop model test series
"based on the

'African1

than successful.

recommendations for questionnaire

contsn-t proved less

It was discovered very quickly that even when the question

naire contained the same questions the scope of tests depended significantly
on the actual coding schemes employed.
Attention has been transferred to pro
viding .-.a library of code schemes, questionnaires and associated est series for
censuses already undertaken in the region.
These can furnish a useful juide
to those who wish to draw up new test series.
G«

Data input system

27»
It is perhaps useful to make a preliminary comment regarding early
summary results.
It is not recommended that these should be made dependent on
computer Operations.

Coding and recording of data impose an inevitable delay.

The quickest results are most often obtained from totals collected manually at
the end of the data collection phase.

l/

A portable package is one that can be moved easily from one computer

type to anether, a long-term advantage.
Cne machine or one manufacturer
packages tend to 'lock—in* users to continued use of a particular manufacturer's
productse
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Essential data input operations include translation, error dectection,

correction and file assembly.

Special

file operations maybe' needed ivo deal

with assigniaent of geographic codes.
For discussion purposes this has "been
regarded as,a special and separate operation.
29«
It,is sometimes recommended that all the operations mentioned above should
be carried out in a single phase.
Multiple phase is more usual? offering the
following advantages:

i)
ii)

Specification, program development testing are easier
The first phase can be used to help establish an adequate coding
quality assuring the efficacy of automatic corrections made later

(iii) Tests and corrections requiring the assembly of household sets can.
.

be deferred to awa.it completion of sets by amendment and addition
followed by sorting.

30« The second phase can be used to eliminate duplicates (by conditional obtain
action) detect missing persons, households and sections.
It is to be noted that,
only

'single-record' tests can be applied to individual record additions and
manual amendment cases.
It is suitable therefore to make tests based on, single
records in the first phase rind tests based on complete household sets in the .
second phaseo

31*,.Further operations include updating (effecting deletions, replacements,

elimination of duplicates), derivation of summary information and merging
batch files*

These are more or less standard process operations,

simple to

specify and to program.

32»

Detailed recommendations on coding principles constitute a separate subjept

discussed in an earlier section,.

Certain general points need to be made however
in connection with the data input system.
First of all three categories of
.

data have to be distinguished — namely,

data to be re-entered,

data at first

entryj

including rejected

deletion instructions relative to individual reoords or

groups, and thirdly replacement data,
Special note must be taken of the sequence
in which these have been placed.
Record type codes must allow all these cate

gories to be distinguished clearly (although they may also be used in extension
for other purposes, such as differentiating rural and urban areas). Preferably'
they

should also

allow for the

correct

sequence to

be

imposed without

recourse

to calculation of internal sequence codes*

33»
It is a well established principle that all individuals in the census must
be uniquely identified by appropriate coding.
But in addition to this all
records

input

to the

system,

including records relating to the

must also be uniquely identifiedc

same person,

Note that there may be more than one record,

in any of the three categories quoted,

for one and and the

same person.

In the

first of these categories multiple records should only occur accidentally,
incidentally introducing the special problem of how to treat two first entry
records for the same person which are not absolutely identical.
this special case the problem reduces to
entry first after categoriy sequence.

Apart from

imposing a sequence, usually latest

II.

Sesignatory item tests

34.
Designatory' items consists of geographic codes other than area 'status'
codes unless these affect code sequence, household numbering and person
numbers.
There may be other special designatory codes distinguishing record
typej amendment action type if shown separatly, and amendment serial number

and/or run number.
35.

Among these the items to be specially considered are those wich serve to

identify the individual.

If such items are suspect at the beginning we have

little chance of locating the record concerned in order to effeot a later

amendffont, not.to mention the implied tabulation error.
However at initial
input we have some opportunity of rectifying lesser defects,
//here a strict
sequence has'been enforced in questionnaires, for instance, we can reasonaly guess

that a person number sequence of 6,6,8 shouldbe corrected to 6,T|8.

36»

If all other sequence conditions are in order but one of the designatory

codes is unacceptable in the middle of a 3et of three records then correction

can reasonably "be attempted (but should be reported),

A farther simple

:

correction ic to assign person number one if the person number is missing or
unacceptable for the first person in the household, shown as the head.

37Apart from suoh obvious cases it is dangerous to accept records where
essential identification is missing or invalid.
Such records should be rejected

and the resulting reoort should draw special attention to the rejection

distinguished clearly fronTall other types of report.

:

38,
If card input is used (or direct key-to-tape, where there is no facility
for inserting skipped records in correct sequence at Verification) it is unsafe
to rely on sequence.

It must also be remembered that individual additions

and replacement records can appear almost randomly.

This is why processing

on a single-record basis is to be preferred at this stage.
The situation is
obviously different at later stages when amendments have been inserted and
the file has been sorted.
I.

Translation

39*
The notes below apply to the ordinary tronolation required from external
to internal codes, apart from special processes which may be required to deal
with geographic codes.
For both translation and test procedures the specifi
cation should be tackled systematically.
For this reason the recommendations
are set out as a series of steps.
40»"

First list the record items as they will apear in the input record,
assign abbreviations to be observed trou:;hout the specification, note the

highest code value for each item and note all acceptable non—nuraeric codes.,
including blank If appropriate.
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41.

Set out translation rules for each item according to the following

principles: Translate acceptable numeric codes as revived. Tra^slatfout-of

SnT^ Li,'

is actually actable.

^£ ^ this stage there ia no certainly that bl,.nk
The assigned code should be easy to recognise.

i ^t^^T f^f TOlU9S "" aPP^°P"ate. For example a code
error codes and non-determined codes to appear within each.

^ asseihbled in **^ar for* with column
i)

ii^

Humeric:

From

(a siries of ranges nay be specified)

,,\

„

Else

(Error code translation - to be

*7

vi)

V^.\

vin;
J»

Item

Won—numeric:

If

Then

Else

(see (iv) above)

Derivation rules if any, or other special notes

Test series

to set

*"*■
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Tests leading to stochastic corrections need priority in the test sequence.

A stochastic correction can produce new inconsistancies, requiring a re—cycling
of tests.
Clearly such re-cycling must be reduced to a minimum.
The lo^ic of the
whole set of stochastic corrections must be checked thoroughly to guard against
the danger of endless re—cycling*
'■■
'

48e

Finally the test series, both first stage single-record based, and second

stage household set based,

must be checked for redundancy and contradiction.

Test sequence may be of critical importance.

mended regarding priority,

e.g.

Fixed rules are

sometimes recom

it is sometimes recommended that age be settled

before sex, sex before marital status, and so on.
However a good deal depends
on the questionnaire content and coding design.
Such IrulesI* must therefore be
treated with caution.
49« For the sake of subsequent data quality analysis arrangements should be

made for theee distinct code values in the non determined category

i)
fii)
,iii)

K.

Reported at input as not-determined
Error input
Corrected to not—determined fty program.

Stochastic correction—criteria

50.
The principle of stochastic correction is that results are unaffected if
missing items are assigned according to the probabilities indicated by the
relative proportions of valid items.
The practical operation is to find record
with characteristics closely similar to the record containing a missing or
unacceptable item, making the corresponding items the same.
The probability of
assigning the value found is related to the probability of finding the same
: '
characteristic set.
The argument of 'local' probability is also invoked, e.g.
if occupation is missing among a series of farmers the missing occupation
should be taken to be farmer as the most likely.
These remarks are of course
merely comments.
The praotioal problem is to preserve information about fsimilar'
classes in as economic a fashion as possible during processing.
51-

A good deal of interest centeres on the question of bias arising from

stochastic correction,

^his can result from prior correction according to

logic or probability favouring certain attributes disproportionately.
For
instance it may be easier to assign sex as female using logical rules than to
deduce that the missing sex is male.
If the residue
are aasigned randomly

half and half to male and female there Hay be bias.
Oijviously this can only be
significant if the proportion of corrections made is high in relation to valid
items* There is equally a chance of inherent-bias in the missing items themselves.
Male may be reported accurately while female is reported indifferently.
The
general rule is that the overall quality nf reporting should be assured at a
reasonable level before resorting to stochastic correction.
Alternatively we
'
must think in terms of accepting a non-determined category*

52. If need be the use of stochastic correction can be regarded as a last resort
when all other correction methods are unavailing an- a specific attribute must
be assigned*
The paramount consideration is the needs of tabulation.
In certain
cases non-determined has no logical meaning.

classification criterion, eBg. sex-

In other cases the item is a major

If omitted then a considerable

amount of other information would be lostB
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Stochastic correction-examples

53»
The simplest stochastic correction relates to sex.
Where this is missingit is usually sufficient to assign sex as male or female alternately (after all
the logic and probability rules have been exhausted)*
Household status

54»
Many questionnaires distinguish between normal and institutional forms.
Non-determined is not usually acceptable-,
A test oan be based on relations to
head of household, expected to be radically different in collective groups such
as hospitals.
It is recommended that where the requirement for this correction
exists then the coding of head-of-household relation should be extended accordingly,
e.g. to provide specifically for membership of collective households.
This is
only one of many examples where coding design can aid verification and should .be
arranged Ucoordingly.
Residential status

55»
Respondents are commonly aslced to show whether they are resident, normally
resident but temporarily absent, or whether they are temporary visitors.
No
other categories are admitted.
Some logical deductions are available from
other entries where these are restricted to residents.
If no logical deductions
can be made in this way a stochastic correction should be made.
The simplest
is to copy the status of the orevious person™
Such correction can be made on a
single record basis, presuming that the previous record is left in store.
Economic activity

56.

Frequently the basic economic activity categories do not admit a non-

determined category.

There is no fixed method of tackling this problem, although

many surrounding items will be found to furnish evidenoe, either'logical, or of

known probability.
It is dangerous to use the simple previous person rule
because of the strong effects of age and sex.
It is better to use a previous
person rule modified by age and sex divisions,
Four divisions may be adequate
for this purpose, that is, a double age division, one for each sex.

57- Age corrections are usually restricted to large forms in a final census.
They are sometimes used in pilot surveys on an experimental basis.
It must be
pointed out that, from the programming viewpoint at least, automatic age
correction is not simple.
Moreover when procedures have been devised they require
to be tested very thoroughly, which is not as easy as may be supposed.
Stochastic corrections are "bapod on the principle of finding suitable categories
available within the household set of questionnaires.
Common categories used
in age correction include the following:

(i)
ii)

iii)

iv}
vi)

Infants less than one year of age - (age stated in months)
Males below economic age limit
Females below fertility age limit

Students/Persons seeking first employment (Distinguished if appropriate)
Junior to Head-of-household relation - A^e difference

CVI-I/INF/4
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(vii)
Junior to Wife-of-Head relation - Age difference
(viii) . Other.persons - aJveiv-raarried
•
■ ■
.
(ix): . ■. Other persons - single or maritial:status unknown.

.

,.

■

The a^es (or age differences) are stored for the last detected case of each
category within each household in turn where no query arises for the category
concerned, to "be applied where necessary in the succeeding household.
In the
age-difference cases the correction is available for either party in the relation
ships

■

'.

Initial values

58.

.

It is necessary to set an initial value for all stochastic reference sources.

This may be arbitrary e.g. male, or else estimated from prior probability.
Markers

.

,

.

'■

59.
It is recommended that records contain markers showing where and for which
items automatic correction has been effected other than to the non-determined
oategory*
If at all possible separate markers should be included to indicate
stochastic correction.

cpa/iNF/4
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VIII.

PROGRA&MES OF ANALYSIS OF CENSUS DATA

1.
If census data and analytical ctudiec are to be ueea in development plann
ing, they should be tested for accuracy and corrected so far as is feasibleThe
tabulations must undergo detailed study prior to publication for the purpose of
identifying end correcting errors and inconsistencies,,
2,
This part of the report will be presented under two sections!
review of census data, Pro^rpriiiies of analysis.
A.

Critical review of census data

l)

Various sources of errors in African census data

3°

Critical

As many African countries will undertake for the first time their general

population censucec, many errorc which are detected in the analysis of the

tabulated data can be traced back to errorc which occured early in the project.
These errorc are often classified as either sampling errors or non—campling errorc.
The following recommendations will liuit theraselver to non—caupling errorc which
can be grouped as follows:
- omissions and duplications in coverage.;
- content errors and other types of errors committed in the
preparatory phases of the censuses;

- varioue processing defectsfl

a)

Omissions and duplications

4.
Inadequate napping may lead in omissions of entire s^eac' in African censusesOther types of onissionc arire when complete enumerations areas or urban housing
units are overlooked,,
In order to avoi:! this type of omi; cions or duplications f
mapping has- to be achieved properly,

it has been often demonstrated for example
that lists of villages established by I.iinistriec of Interior, i'-Iinictries of
Finance are mostly inadequate for census purposes.
In many countries of west
Africa, aerial views of urban areas which had been made,1—2 years prior to census
date have to be completed by new ares,

£.
iiyen if mapping- had been carefully executed, field control is essential.
Loreover, it is recommended that census offices "ceep at the national and the cub
national levels complete listings of all enumeration areas, and localities.
Census figurecj even provisional oner, cannot be published before comparisons
between those listings and geographical data collected in the field hy enumera

tors and supervisors.

ic not studied here.

later

Within household untler-enumeration (or over enumeration)

It ir. presumed that analyste deal with this question at a

phasea (Young Adults are missed because they frequently migrate, infants

and older persons are missed because they are frequently forgotten),

b)

Content errors and other types of errors committed during the
phase of censusec

o.
These errorc can be cuiriiiiarised as planning errors, errorc in questionnaire
desijn, errors during traininrj of enumerators, interview errors and enumerator
errorc«

7»
Errors in the contents of questionnaires are rare, eince most countries
follow closely international, African and'nCP recommendations.
However, in a mass
operation, standardization of question wording and response categories Hill
minimize errors.
Questionnaires should also be designed in order to make it as
comfortable as possible for the enumerators to record each response accurately.
This question has been often overlooked in many African censuses; some countries
have adopted questionnaires which are at the same time too bulky and in ifhich
spaces reserved for recording responses are too a ma 11.

It should be remembered

that in African conditions, enumerators often have to record responses in stand
ing positions.
1. .erefore, questionnaires should take into account enumerators
working conditions as well as processing needs.
(..
Errors committed during the training of enumerators and by the enumerators
in the field often become clear at the critical review phase*
In some cases,
written instructions to supervisors and enumerators are either too short or
unclear.
Thus, instructions given by sub-national and local supervisors to
enumerators are often hetorogeneouo.
It is therefore recommended that (in African
countries which often adopted the two or three-tier training scheme) in addition
to enumerators1 manual which should be kept simple and clear, detailed manuals be
designed and written for supervisors in charge of training.
Training materials
have to be homogeneous throughout the country, and should be as explicit a3
possible.

c)

Processing defects

3.
Processing errors occur in clerical work, editing, coding, data entry or
tabulation. The extent of these errors vary over a wide range.
The most common
which appear on tabulations are errors in coding.
Responses, on occupation, indus
try and relationship to head of household are often improperly coded.
It i3
therefore reminded that coders should be properly trained and constant supervision
be made during pre-coraputer processing.
The writer of this report has noticed
several times that in countries which use teachers as enumerates, data collected
in the field is usually good on occupation, but coding in statistical office is
often very poor, therefore resulting in a considerable loss of information.

10.
Modern computers, when properly programmed, rarely produce erroneous data.
It can be said that most errors occur at early phases of census operations and
during the analytical process. Census analysis cannot be well performed if re
searchers are not aware of census design, concepts, field instructions, coding
instructions, etc.
It is therefore recommended that continuity of staff be
achieved.
At the analytical phase, a short methodological report should be pub
lished before census data are given to government ministries, universities, re
search groupsj since the analysis of most African censuses are too time-consuming
for the staff of statistical office alone.

11.
Two types of review should be performed, the mechanical review and the
analytical review. Recommendations concerning analytical review will be treated
in the later part of this report, together with proposals on programmes of analysis*
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12.

..Mechanical review consists mainly in checking relationships in the data:

categories in a distribution should add to the total, categories that appear in
several'tables-should agree.
Mechanical inconsistencies are rare with modern
coa.uters associated .with good programming. However, even computer printed tables

should be checked. Instructions concerning mechanical review of tables should be
developed by data processing and subject specialists. It is not possible, within
this report, to give the census expert or the analyst precise recommendations, but
checks between tables and within tables should be carried as far as possible. All
tables contain totals or sub-totals that appear in other tables. For example, the
number of married women by age groups always appear in tables on marital status,
but also in tables on economic activity, occupation, levels of education, number of.

children ever born,

13.

etc.

Other types of review should be performed;

review of the tables for logic,

common sense, review by comparison with data from other sources.
will :be reminded in the later part of this re- ort.

This type of checks

14.
Censuses conducted within the African Census .rrogramme must be regarded as
long-term investments, as the collected data will make important contributions to

policy-malting and demographic research for at least a decade.

Data will be however

to certain degree, dated products, unless some urgency is attached to publication

of results.

Thus, recommendations* made in this re_ort take into account:

- Censuses have been completed, or will be soon conducted, in many countries.

In 14 countries participating in the African Census .Programme, censuses

are being taken for the first time.
New opportunities are therefore
created for research on the characteristics of the population.
In other
countries, the information.from the new censuses combined with those
from earlier enumerations will greatly enlarge research facilities. The
information supplied by censuses will be plentiful. Yet, in most of these
.countries, demographers with wide experience of census analysis are rare,

- Although demographic studies need not be oriented toward policy formula
tion, ■recommendations made in this report is primarily directed toward
policy-making and action. This seems to be the prevailing point of view
in many African countries.

- It is not the purpose here to provide specifications for studies in any one
country.

The selection of questions to be investigated and details of the

methods must, of course, be adapted to the needs of each country.

- Taking into account priorities set up by governments, the scarcity of
available manpower for demographic analysis, the wealth of data supplied
by censuses, the time-consuming nature of detailed analysis, proposals
concerning the organisational on analytical work -rill be made at the end
of this report.

15.

Suggestions regarding analysis of African Census data will be presented as

follows:

* IKiring his assignment as the Regional demographic adviser of the African Census

..rograrame, the :*riter of tMs re; ort had to devote all his time to country
missions and their follow-up work,
Thus, tMe general report, wMc^ was written
curing a few abort weeks before taking u, another assignment, should be considered

as a working pa er.
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- Section 1:

Size,

distribution of the population and internal migration;

- Section 2 is concerned with studies of population growth and structure;

- Section 3 covers suggestions on studies related to cultural charac
teristics of the population^

,

. - Section '4 is concerned with manpower studies;

.

■

- Section 5 deals with studies on the numbers of households,

:.

•

their size,

. the characteristics of household^

■ - Section 6 proposes some measures on organisational problems related to
analysis and publication of census data.

.

16.
The indications given below are not detailed, the analyst wjtio need detailed
and complete prescriptions should refer, to UN demographic publications, speoially
to "National ^rogracmes ofanalysis of. Population Census ^ata as an Aid to Planning

and Policy-Making" (ST SGA series A/36, sales No. 54 - Xlll.4).

This document

although published in 13^4* is still an excellent guideline on analysis, and utili
zation of census data,

This report limits itself to propose priorities and the

type of studies usually requested by African Governments for planning and policymaking.

-

Section Is
17-

,

Size and distribution of the population, internal migration

Among all data collected in censuses,

the number of persons in a country and

in each of their administrative division and subdivisions are the most widely used

and criticisedo

Therefore, feefore any publication, even provisional, the number

of persons of all geographic and administrative divisions and subdivisions should

be revised with data from other sources.
be used for this type of analysis.

Needless to say, previous censuses should

Even in the1 fourteen African countries which

have conducted or will conduct in 1975-3.975 their first general population census,
administrative counts had been made at regular intervals.
These counts, which were
usually undertaken for fiscal purposes seem often better than most analysts would
agree.

In any case,

it is suggested that census population figures be compared

with existing figures for all administrative divisions and subdivisions.

If some

figures seem suspect, evaluation surveys should be undertaken in the concerned

areas, before any census figure is released.

iC.

In making this type of- comparison, the analyst has first to assess whether

the source

data are reliable,

if not,

it is useless to make the comparison,

it

is also recommended to determine whether the concepts used in the administrative
counts are similar to those used in the census.
Administrative counts usually
rely on the concept of family than the household.

It is equally important to make

sure that administrative boundaries under"comparison are the same.

De facto and de jure counts

19.
In many African censuses, population count is based on the.usual place of
residence rather than on the population physically present at the time of the
census.

These enumerations fall within the concept of de jure population.
However,
the procedures used in moat of these censuses make it possible to derive de facto
counts, both for the total population and for the population of administrative
subdivisions.
This required coding of all enumerated persons by status of resi
dence.
For some types of data, it may prove necessary in some countries to set up
two sets of tabulations.1
Because of important migratory movements in and between
west African countries, differences between the de jure and de facto counts may be
very large*
If both type3 of data are published, it is necessary to give details

55

on procedures of enumeration, on enumeration dates,
should be made on the use of each type of counts.

In addition, recommendations

§^^^^.jlL^^.^u-tA_Qn_ of the population
a.0.

The extent to which people of a country are concentrated in some parts of

its territory has important economic and social implications.

This is specially

true in countries like Chad, Mauritania, Mali, Niger, Gudan, etc.

Tables giving

population numbers by administrative divisions should be analysed in relation to
total area, area of cultivated or cultivable land.

21. ^ tables giving the density of the population by administrative divisions and
subdivision should also be published and commented. It is recalled that density
figures at the smallest administrative divisions are the most useful one3 for
policy-making and claiming, decisions on location of schools or hospitals, and

generally of all the social structure cannot be made if some census data are not
properly analyzed. For example, in two . rovinces of a country, population density
is 20 inhabitants per square kilometer in province a and 0, 1 inhabitant in pro
vince b. The analyst may prove that given the same school enrollment ratio,
school expenditures per head are much lower in province b than in- province a.
Province b is mainly districtj population is concentrated in localities ranging
from cOO-4000 inhabitants- The primary school system ia thus viable in the pro
vince. In province a, population density is relatively high (for the country),

but census published data give population gifures by village, which are administra
tive units rather than agglomerated areas. In effect, rural population is

scattered all over province a, in small farms relatively distant from one to an
other. Host localities count 75-300 inhabitants. The analyst may show that multiclasses elementary schools are too costly to run in province a, and that most
schools will be empty, because of the distance to school for the majority of

children. Given the3e information, the educational policy-maker may decide that
in province a, a network of one-class schools will be organized. Children aged

6-J.C of a same small locality and its surroundings will receive their elementary

education in the same class room with the same teacher.

2s..
The example shown above may seem extreme, but similar situations exist in
several African countries, studies on spatial distribution of the population are
often neglected by government offices in charge of census analysis. These types

of studies have of course to be adapted to country needs and problems.

In doing

so, many social tx^-enditures will be more rationalised, and the situation in which

schools are empty or hospitals overloaded, or under utilized
avoided.

ost office may be

Separate analysis of; the^j^bjin^jrid^the ru£aj^coulation

23.
In African countries, urban rural contrasts are so marked that separate
analysis is necessary. Several countries participating in the African Census Pro
gramme had even cop^idered to use long forms for the urban population and short
forms for the rural population. Long forms usually contain additional questions
on education, place of former residence, industry, housing conditions

24.

Before embarking in separate analysis of urban and rural ^o.mlation, the

analyst should precise the definition of urban population since in most African
countries, rural population is defined as contrarious. Urban definitions used in

African censuses fall into these groups:
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- the. number of inhabitants, in the agglomerated area;

- presence of the administrative function in the centre,
administrative status of the centre;
... . (

,...-.

- presence of certain urban characteristics in the centre.

Increase joj^-th-e urban ^a.ulation'

25.

.

.

,

The increase of urban population in-moat African countries has been very

rapid in recent years.
Although the writer should not have made this ty^e of
statement without precise figures, it can be safely said that estimates rates of
growth of the urban .■o^ulation had been seriously underestimated in Current
publications. =-This assertion is based oni
. .

- administrative counts periodically undertaken in cities of Africa,
. socially in p'est Africa;

..

.

■

- acceleration of migration from rural to urban areas in recent years ;•
in some countries, this was due to the drought;
- natural increase of urban population may be even more important than
expected. ■

.

, ,

-.

■:■'...

■

■

Thus, studies of the increase of the urban population with census data should
therefore be detailed;

£6.

It is suggested that the following tables be given

riorityi

- population of urban agglomerations by place of usual residence,
place of previous residence, age and sex;

- population of urban agglomerations by duration of residence, sex and age;

- population of urban agglomerations by place of birth (same place, other
agglomerations grouped by large administrative divisions, rural areas

:

grouped by large administrative divisions, other) sex and age;
- .copulation of urban agglomerations by duration of residence, and

occupation (broad grou,)3,

.

....

?'/,
If enumerators are reasonably trained and _,re-computer processing achieved,
properly, data included in the above tab?.es are better than usually assessed by
demographic statisticians.
At least they are good enough.for studying and chart
ing trends.

?£,

studies on the increace of urban/population have to state changes in

administrative boundaries of urban agglomerations.
In many African countries,
rural areas adjoining to cities have become densely populated and acquired urban
characteristics and therefore uere incorporated in urban agglomerations.
Thus,
it should be 'underlined that analysis changes of boundaries should not hide rapid

urbanisation. Comparisons made between' censuses (or between an administrative
count and !a census) should have the same territorial base, preferably the urban
boundaries- of-the latest census.

■

■"V^.
■ Although migratory movements between rural areas is important in pome
African countries, their study is often not possible, since for the rural popula
tion most censuses include only questions on places of birth.
l."ata on places of
birth give indications of the magnitude of migration and the origins and destinations
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of the migrants.

But, dates of the movements cannot be ascertained.

Further

more, a person found in an area may have migrated several times between his

of birth and his enumeration area. This is specially true for the so-called"
"floating" labour force enumerated in many areas of "ect Africa.

30. ^

dace

Although data related to -laces of birth cannot give precise information

on mxgratory movements, it is recommended not to overload censuses and general
c^mograpbxc surveys with questions like migration histories, duration of residence
xn cuccessive places, reasons for migrating ....... These information can be
obtained only through specialised demographic surveys.

31

The list of studies reviewed below io simply a reminder for demographers

in charge of analysisi

.

■

'

- population of localities by number of inhabitants in relation to the
distribution of manpower;

- comparative density studies ucing ratios of total
area of cultivated or cultivable land;

o-ulation to

- characteristics of migrants by sex, age, educational level and occupation;
- characteristics of heads of households (enumerated in urban
agglomerations) by duration of residence and occupation.
Section

3-. ^ Analyses on the components of population growth and structure deserve high
priority xn a programme of studies based on census data. The reasons are multi le:

- levels of accuracy on age and sex should be assessed before further
analyses on various economic and social data;

- they provide the basis for population projections for the analysis of
problems ofmanpower, education, housing, household formation, etc.

33-

In summary,, studies of population growth components and structure provide

essentials for all types of further analyses and -calculations.

?£4£^_ _oji ^x-a^e^t^

34.

The classification of each person as either male or female is simple.

Reporting errors are rare and can be ignored.

7ien errors are manifest in the

cabulatea aata, tney are caused almost entirely by errors of coverage, that is

by the net under-enumeration of persons of one sex of certain age-grou^s. In
African censuses, under-enumeration occurs frequently for older women/infants,
lxve-xn-servants (mostly because of the confusion between household and the family).

Although this type of under-enumeration is often underlined, it seems to the
writer that this type of coverage error is minimal in comparison to others.

35-

The basic tool is the sex ratio, which should be calculated for all adminis

trative ana geographic divisions of some importance, major cities, provinces,

countries, "cercles", "departments", "arrondissements".
be

wrong",

ine main possible explanations are:

If sex ratios a,,ear to

CPE/INF/4
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- fielc oral instructions T-ihich. may vary from one administrative
division! to another$

■- in inany African censuses,. sty ratios ae.>end vastly on the time
chosen as census; reference elate, whether the de jure or de facto

"" ' ' "

population t/as chosen for inquiry and tabulations

- heavy in or out migration from an area/

35.

Age i3 perhaps the single most importantvariable to analyse in African

census aata. Almost all population characteristics are related to age (among
otners, activity rates, fertility,, mortality, marital status
). It is

■

essential in all ty_,es of demographic analysis to take into account the age factor,
ret, age is among the most questionable data in African censuses.

37.

Special precautions siidtild be taken before and during the enumeration, both

on the interview and the interviewee sides, to insure that statements on age is
the closest possible to actuate. Once the enumeration is over\ and data are

..rocessea, evaluative techniques can, among other things, correct under-enuraeration
at certain ages, can rebuild the age ^/ramid;- however these techniques cannot
correct, for a person or a group of persons their other characteristics related

to age.

Automatic corrections at the data processing stage also have their oim

limitations,

#•

,

.

:

It is not possible uithin this report to summarise all ty>es of analyses

anc analytical technique related to ages, researchers on African census data are

referred to specialised publications.

Following is a list of -riority studies to

undertake before the publication of detailed data.

- selective under-enumeration of infants and young adults;
- accuracy of age reporting, attractive age, mis3tatement of age

by women, by older persons, reporting a3 one year old of children
uncier 1 year old (the same observation applies to all durations of
less than one year, duration of residence, of absence, duration of

unemployment ....)•

- influence of internal migration on the age and sex structure;

- in countries like the Ivory Coast nhere immigration is important,

it is essential to tabulate data on se;: and age se >arately for the
native and the foreign born o. ulation. Actually, analyses cited above
can be misleading if based on tabulations related to total population.

Studies on raa-rital status

39.

L

It ic suggected that these studies be given priority: .:
- variations of marriage rates, celibacy rate3 (and sex and age)

between censuses or between a demographic survey and the census $

- differences of the came rates in various areas of the country

concerned (urban and rural, important administrative and

geographic divisions), according to educational levels groups,
occupational groups.
■■'.*•

40.

Studies on polygamy are not recommended; the type of information needed

cannot be collected in a census, and analyses based on derived data can be mis
leading*

•

'.

i nammm immmmmmammamii
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Studies on.fertility

41

"

o^

g *' *« Afferent

y °°nOerned' should be a^«g «» to. priority

- In most African censuses longg questionnaires
included information
qestionnaire

the number
eah ,oman
di tT"
number of
of children
children born
born alive
alive to
to each
each
,oman duringtTi^
during

ifLnL)?
Section 3:

("ff^laoa whether it ma ±n or out of the last

^ti£ie^^

influe^ing all^^^ S^^T**
43.

on

hi

II. follo^ng tabulations and relatec otudiw should be given priority,
- literacy by oe;: and a2e, analysis is recommended by major administrative
divisions, urban and rural subdivisions;

acmniotrative

- literacy by sex and age and place of birthj
- literacy by sex and age and marital status-

(,TOvinceo, "de^artements", countries and major cities).
- yearn of schooling by se;: and age, for the school

emulation and the

ever-schooled (but no longer at school) x^ulation. ' The related

Tto"^ f^ °f100h0°1 °°^l«te. by occupation (and. industry).
Tlie jro.xoec analysis should be carried out by tyoe of school.nnary, secondary, technical, vocational, higher ed^a^ionlet

44.

In carrying out their proeranmes of research, analysts may remind that:

n ?Tr±*t'- >UbUC «-«^t»«» » education range
.
national budget. Therefore, it is natural that
govern^enta ex_>ect from the censuses detailed data aS ra £
"

analyses on ecucational characteristics of the :o elation.
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/»rea classifications are of particular importance in the tabulations
relevant to studies on'educational characteristics.
However, some
tabulations need not be very detailed.
For example,' the segment of
the population which received higher education is usually located in
main cities and administrative centres.
It is therefore useless to
undertake similar analyses by administrative divisions.
On the other
hand, even though some data collected in the census undertaken in the
seventies are not significant, they should be tabulated, for future
inter-ceiisal comparisons•
Although similar recommendations can be"
also made for most studies based on census, data, the writerric of the
opinion that in African countries, the most significant changes which
will occur 'between the sixties and the eighties will be recorded (in
the educational characteristics of the population. • ,;•
;
In ninny African countries, the school population is enumerated at the
beginning of each schooL-year.
Therefore, statistics of school
attendance compiled.by departments in charge of education may differ
from census data.
Quality of both types of data should be of course
assessed,
discrepancies 3tem mainly from:
difference in the date

of reference, drop-outs (which may be important in rural areas) between
the beginning of the school-year and the census date; 'multiple counts

(for e;:anrole the children who attend at the same time modern and

,

Koranic schools are counted by both institutions, while they appear
only once in the census, students who attend several institutes of
higher learning are often counted several times but only once in the

census

).

It is desirable to consider variations in literacy, in educational
level by sex and age, since mass education has started recently in
most African countries.

In urban areas, data on literacy co not sufficiently measure the
educational characteristice

of the population.

It is therefore

suggested to use the percentage of _^ersons who have attained a
certain level of education.

The percentage of the economically

active population who have completed elementary school seems a good
tool for the analyst.
The raediart number of years completed is a simple
method for comparing educational attainments of different groups.
Ctudloc cited above-will be necessary not only for assessing the
situation at the census date, but also for making projections of
future educational levels•.

,^j\
A5»

^^d c\xlt^^^cl^a.ct^i3ti.cs at tiie ^^ulajtion

.Oeveval African censuses included in their forms cjuestionc on ethnic groups

and language groups.

Language is so closely related to the total culture of the

_*eo_le that it can be accurately used ao a basis for classifying population into

ethnic and cultural groups.

At the present time, it seeEis that studies on the

ethnic distribution of the population are not usually given priority by African

policy-makers.

Therefore, the list of the tabulations listed by the "African He-

comraencations for the 1370 Population Censuses" (3/CN.l4/Ctf»C. -A) and by African

c?t-:/inf/4
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Census Programme ^commendations.* should be ac.a ,ted to national circumstances.
It is recallec that the "African *ecommendationsM envisaged the substitution of
citizenship for ethnic groups.

4_S.

Although studies on ethnic questions should be ke :t simple.

It ic suggested

also that wherever possible, all tabulations recommended be achieved, even if no

current analysis and publication is given priority.

Jection 4:

47.

Stuc.ie_s_ojn. jfcheJ^o_nojiiic Characteristics of the _o elation

Population censuses are the main source for man .oner studies.

3am-le sur

veys cannot usually give necessary details for administrative and banning divi
sions; and employment aspects studied by economic surveys often limit themselves

to the "modem" sector. Thus, the identification and classification of the labour
force by ty..es of activity, occupation industry and occupational status are basic

parts of African population censuses.
Priority s

4<-.
Participation in economic activities by sex and age. /activity rates should
be computea separately for urban and rural areas, and for administrative divisions
ox the country concerned,

differences in these rates can be related to local

economic. an<^ sooiai characteristics, administrative role of a city,

.resence of

inaustrial activity, agricultural population density, importance of the "modern"
sector, school attendance, educational level of the population, ...... etc.
- Activity rates of :-;omen residing in urban areas by marital status and age.
- Economically active population by industry and status.

The analysis

of this tabulation is not only useful for assessing the organizational

structure of the economy, but it is
activity rates.

also useful for the study of

- Economically active population by citizenship, occupation, age and sex.
This tabulation and its analysis are often requested by ,;olicy-makers.
- activity-rates by place of birth, age and se;:; economically active

population by place of birth, occupation, age and se;;. studies of
these types are often requested for accessing the economic aspects

of internal (and international) migratory movements, for the formula

tion of policy with respect to programmes of resettlement.

- curing recent years, planning agencies are increasingly concerned with
the numbers of unemployed and educated persons in African cities.
Thus tabulations of the employed and unemployed'copulation by sex, age,
ecucational characteristics and place of ,revious residence should
be made.

- Studies on dependency ratios; variations of dependency ratios between
urban and rural areas, between different major administrative
divisions should be made.

* Please see "Report of the Third Ivfeeting of the Consultative Grou. on the
African Census .Programme", annex V, ^/CN.H/536, 3/CH.H/;ro/l06"of C June 1973.
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Ctudiec mentioned above are essential for determining the size and struc

ture of a country's labour force, and for making .rejections. As- the size and
co^osxtxon of African labour force are ra ddly changing, research should be made
on .he xactors on :*hich important changes in the future can be anticipated.

50. -■■ In carrying out their research ^rogramraes, analysts may remind that:
- Seasonal fluctuations on activity rates are nell knoT-m, and census
cate s...oulc.be selected in order to avoid 3 .eciai patterns irhich '

are characteristic of only brief periods during the year. T'o,jever,
in Africa, the choice of census date is more difficult than in
; . other ^arts of the, world. Thus census reports should- indicate
:
■

seasonal effects on activity rates and on the distribution by

Incustry and occupation,

'

'

'

. '

- -ata on economic characteristics are usually collected and analysed
only for the 1-.emulation 12, 15 years of age or older, but mrticina
tion of younger chiicren to economic activities is a fact, widely
observed, Therefore, related data should be published and analysed,
since ;.-arcicvation of younger children have many economic and
social consequences.
■

- although they are not consiaered as "gainful workers", >artici nation '
of women to economic activities seems to be very high in most African
countries.

There.is no reason to include in the labour force farmers'

Mho work only three months ^er year, and to exclude women eneaped in

vetty trade all year round.

.....

- Jorae African censuses include (in the long forms) questions on
secondary occupations. :ata collected may be very interesting.

.loirever, the analyst should realize that, for rural areas, responses
on seconcary occupations vary greatly, defending on census date.

- The international standard classification of occupations does not
•

seem aca^ted to African needs, specially at the three digit level.

Cocang basec on the three digit level is meaningless and often
conduces to numerous errors. It is ^referable to use two digit
coc.es, for occupation and for industry. The loss of information
by neglecting three digit cofiea is insignificant.

Section 5:

^^^^pjjhj^r^jrx Jj^s&holcs^ their Jiae ana the

51.
Census data and demographic analysis traditionally have been baaed on
counts of individuals. !lbuever, for many juries, for exam le the estimation of
housing neeos, it ic necessary to nork uith data on the basic household needs, U
to .he last feu years, data on the characteristics of households were among the "
last ones to be tabulated. They required a >ecial decks of cards, additional-

cocing ....... In drauing his tabulation yrogramrae, the analyst has to kee; in
minethat given some precautions taken at the re;.aratory -hase, household data

can be obtainec. without additional ste^s at the -re-com uter :>rocessing -hase.
52.

The following tabulations and related studies should be given priority:
- Households by ai-je of household,

(area classification:

major

aaministrative divisions, geographic divisions which, can be

accimilatec; to cultural divisions, important urban centres,
urban and rural separate tabulations)".

-

:

:p"/inf/4

- heads of households by sex and ago (broader agu groups) by places of
birth (or by ethnic groups).
- heads of households by size of households and occupation (broad occupation
groups).
53«
The above tabulations are not traditionally given priority in analysis
programme, but they are often in grat demand.
Therefore, it is suggested that
they be published as soon as they are available.

54*

In research work on the above subjects, analysts <nay remind that:
- differences in the average sizes of households may be found between
geographic and administrative divisions.
Before drawing conclusions of
any nature;

field checks should be made to Verify whether concepts had

been uniformly applied.
This type of question should be asked:
rr,/as it
the household, the 'compound' or the family which was enumerated : in certain
provinces?

- extended families (consisting of several interrelated nuclear families)

are often household units in rural African societies.
This assertion is
often overcxaggerated.
Therefore, it is suggested, in addition to
studies based on the number of persons per household, and the distribution

of households by size, that rjsearch be undertaken on the frequency and
composition of the so-called extended family household.

- in many important African cities, household composition, ethnic distri
bution, conditions of living, housing needs, etc. vary widely from one
section of the city to the other.
It is therefore suggested that tabula
tions be made and in so far as possible analysis be carried out by city
sections which are often as populated as some major administrative divisions.
-p-rson households, mother family households are rare in .:.frica, but

other types of households recievu attention from analysts, they are
frequent: ,rorkers camp households, boarding-houses, households, roofless

households.

Section 6: Pj^^^^on_^^xm^J^^_joi_<.

55- The organisation of population censuses called for the mobilization of
substantial national resources. The analysis and utilisation of census results

rep. esunted the main justifications for such investments, african planning agencies
usually use census data in all their activities. But for various reasons, govern
ments had not always mad*; the fullest uae of the possibilities offered. iAig to
the shortage of research manpower and lack of coordination between government
agencLs, the countries which should draw most heavily on their census data are

the least equipped to do so,

36. The organization of research oro^ramr^s on census data is determined by
national possibilities and circumstances. Suggestions made below concern countries
with rare qualified demographers, universities set up recently, planning agencies
and statistical offices with barely enough staff to achieve current work.

j>7.
/ith the :^oal of providing analyzed data in the shortest time possible,
say 9-12 months after tabulations are made, the following moasur^s are sup-ested,

at the preparatory and the post-tabulation phases.
Pra:?J^rat ory' phase_

58,

All interested ^ovurm^nt agencies should be consulted not only at the

census design phase, but in drawing plans for the most important analytical

studies. Provisional tabulation programmes should be circulated, possible use
of each tabulation should be indicated, precisions on area classification should
bo given. Intor-ag.ncy committees should be set up not only for advising national
census offices on census preparations, but also on the planning and organisation
of analytical work. The inter-agency committee would also bo responsible for
maintaining close working relations between the technicians in charge of
census operations and those in the interested policy-making agencies.

for talent-scouting; even the case of the poorest staffed countries, it
would bo possible to find in government departments qualified technicians
assigned to routine tasks; some would be willing to undertake the analysis
of census data, in their fields of work. P'or example, technicians from

the Ministry of .jducation will be assigned to the study of educational
characteristics, those from the Ministry of Labour will be assigned to man

power studies.

-ipn of analysis and pablication at the post-tabulation phase
59- Although qualified technicians can be found for all fields of work, it
would seen an error to reunite them In the national census office (or the national
statistical office) and oreate an unit in charge of evaluation and analysis of
census data. Inter-agency relations are what they are, no department would let

its good technicians go and enrich another department. Moreover, specialized
technicians need the support and advice, of their colleagues working in the same

Held,

ineir analytical participation also require existing files and supporting

facilities of their de-artments.

It would be also costly to gather all necessary

technicians in the same office, since in all -overnn.nt departments, existing
staff, budget and facilities, (desk computers, typing pool, reproduotion facilities,
~tc,;

can be used.

t?.* /!,ra?id anal^sis and research on cenus data is a decentralized oration,
the following suggestions are made:

- analysis and research units on census data should be created in all
concerned departments and a-encies: Dopartu-Jrt of ideation, Department
of Labour, Department of Housing and Town Planning, research unitB in
universities, National.Geographic Institute, etc.

- all socialized census data and analyses should be published under the
joint sponsorship of the National Statistical Office and concerned depart
ments. For example, population and household data by administrative

I^S+unSj 3ubdivisions> ^ localities will be published in cooperation

with the Ministry of Interior; census atlases in cooperation with the
Geographic Institute; educational characteristics of the population in
cooperation with the Department of

iducation, etc.

Analysis and publication would then bo rapidly achieved, and in prinoiple
no serious staffing or "budgetary problem would bo encountered during

this essential phase.

- the rational 3tati iical Office (or the National Office ) should limit

itself to coordination cind the publication of somo basic documents.

stud Aotivitiog_f_qr ^MJ'fa-tional Census Offico

t
f

,
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1-t is suggested that tho National Census Offico give priority to tho following

t asks:

- publication of a list of tables, with indications on tho possible uses,
precisions on area classification, number of pages, etc.
- publication of a short report on the- methodological aspects of the
census.

This report is mainly designed for users of census data, for tho staff of
research units mentioned above. Lengthy nethodolo ;ical reports arc not read,
except by some specialists, therefore they should not be given priority.
-

coordination of analytical work undertaken by research units located in

other government departments. Advisory services will be provided by the
National Census Office, which will also apply standards and limit the
objectives of the joint research programmes.

-

publication of a report summarising essential data collected by tho census.
Only basic tables should be published, and area classifications limited
to major administrative divisions and important cities. This volume
should also b. short, and receive the widest circulation possible. It

should be given fr.e of charge to all gov^rnm^nt agencies and offices, at

the national and local levels.

